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Abstract

Suppletion for case and number in pronominal paradigms shows robust pat-
terns across a large, cross-linguistic survey. These patterns are largely, but not
entirely, parallel to patterns described in Bobaljik (2012) for suppletion for ad-
jectival degree. Like adjectival degree suppletion along the dimension positive
< comparative < superlative, if some element undergoes suppletion for a cate-
gory X, that element will also undergo suppletion for any category more marked
than X on independently established markedness hierarchies for case and num-
ber. We argue that the structural account of adjectival suppletive patterns in
Bobaljik (2012) extends to pronominal suppletion, on the assumption that case
(Caha 2009) and number (Harbour 2011) hierarchies are structurally encoded. In
the course of the investigation, we provide evidence against the common view
that suppletion obeys a condition of structural (Bobaljik 2012) and/or linear (Em-
bick 2010) adjacency (cf. Merchant 2015, Moskal & Smith 2016), and argue that
the full range of facts requires instead a domain-based approach to locality (cf.
Moskal 2015b). In the realm of number, suppletion of pronouns behaves as ex-
pected, but a handful of examples for suppletion in nouns show a pattern that is
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initially unexpected, but which is, however, consistent with the overall view if the
Number head is also internally structurally complex. Moreover, variation in sup-
pletive patterns for number converges with independent evidence for variation
in the internal complexity and markedness of number across languages.

1 Introduction

Suppletion refers to the phenomenon inwhich a single lexical item (lexeme) or root
morpheme is associated with two phonologically unrelated realisations (exponents).1
For instance, in the (non-suppletive) paradigm smart-smarter-smartest the root remains
constant, but in the case of good-beer-best, good ‘changes’ from the root good to be()
in the context of the comparative (and superlative). Suppletion is by definition irregu-
lar, however a recent spate of research (Veselinova 2006, Barbiers 2007, Bobaljik 2012,
Baerman 2014, Moskal 2015a,b, Bobaljik & Harley 2017) has shown that underneath
the surface irregularity lie clear, regular, predictable patterns. For example, in a large
cross-linguistic survey of suppletion in comparative and superlative degree formation,
Bobaljik (2012) shows that some patterns of suppletion are common, while others are
essentially unattested: one finds many examples of an ABB pattern good-beer-best,
in which the comparative and superlative share a suppletive root (B), distinct from the
root in the positive (A), but (with some qualifications) no ABA patterns, in which the
comparative alone is suppletive: *good-beer-goodest. Bobaljik argues at length that
the universality of the patterning requires a structural explanation, and more specifi-
cally, that the patterns provide evidence for a largely invariant abstract, internal, hier-
archical structure of adjectives. In a nutshell (we elaborate below): the representation
of the superlative contains that of the comparative (which in turn contains the root
form), as in (1) (a relationship that is morphologically transparent in many languages,
though not in English):

Throughout this paper we use the following abbreviations: abl - Ablative, acc - Accusative, ade
- Adessive, all - Allative, ag - Augmented, com - Comitative, comp - Comparative, da - Dative, dl
- Dual, ecl - Exclusive, eg - Ergative, incl - Inclusive, ine - Inessive, in - Instrumental, gen -
Genitive, L - low, loc - Locative, M - mid, ng - non-singular nom - Nominative, obj - Objective, pa
- Partitive, pcl - Paucal, pe - Perlative, pl - Plural, po - Positive, po - Proximate, em - Remote, g
- Singular, bj - Subjective, pl - Superlative, nm - Unmarked, e - Versative. We have generally
given examples in the orthography used in the source (or a Latin transliteration thereo), and have not
tried to standardize to common transcription. We have likewise largely used language names as in the
sources cited, without attempting to resolve choices among competing English names.

1See, for instance, Mel’čuk (1994), Corbett (2005, 2007) for discussions over what should constitute
suppletive patterns. Our focus in this paper will be suppletion of pronouns – we take no stand on
whether suppletion (root allomorphy) and affixal alternations should be understood in the same terms.



(1)

pelaie

compaaie

(adjecie)oo

In effect, the absence of the ABA pattern is a consequence of this structural con-
tainment – because the superlative contains the comparative, suppletion in the com-
parative will always preclude the unmarked allomorph in the superlative context. On
this account, the unattested patterns do not arise as they cannot be generated in a
manner consistent with Universal Grammar.

The goal of the present study is to widen the domain of inquiry to two further
complex phenomena to see whether the logic of containment that derives *ABA in
Bobaljik’s work holds more generally than just in adjectival suppletion. If the ap-
proach in Bobaljik (2012) is correct, we should find that ABA suppletive patterns in
particular are excluded (thus unattested) in any sequence of categories that are related
via containment. Since the key argument comes from the absence of certain phenom-
ena (*ABA), the domains of inquiry must be large enough to be able to support the
claim that the unattested patterns are systematic, and not just accidental gaps. To this
end, we investigate suppletion patterns in personal pronouns with respect to morpho-
logical case and number. Both areas provide a rich empirical ground for investigating
suppletion, and in both domains, we find striking parallels to adjectival suppletion:
ABB patterns are robustly attested across language families and are stable over long
time periods, while *ABA patterns are unattested. Parity of reasoning with Bobaljik
(2012) lends support to theories in which markedness hierarchies for case and number
are thus encoded as structural containment of one sort or another. In the course of the
investigation, we encounter various differences that point to theoretical refinements:
most notably (i) AAB patterns are attested in both case and number suppletion, in con-
trast to adjectival suppletion (section 3.6), (ii) the interaction of case and number calls
into question the general assumption that suppletion is restricted to configurations
of structural (Bobaljik 2012) or linear (Embick 2010) adjacency, requiring a somewhat
weaker, domain-based relation (cf. Moskal 2015a,b, Moskal & Smith 2016) (section
3.7), and (iii) variation between pronouns and nouns in suppletion for number, along
with variation in affix ordering, points to a certain degree of flexibility in structure,
which we argue can be modelled via an adaptation of the representation of number in
Noyer (1992), Harbour (2008), along with assumptions about the role of markedness in
suppletion (section 4.3.1). In the next section, we provide a brief overview of Bobaljik
(2012), on which we rely theoretically, and then turn to pronominal suppletion for case
and number, respectively.
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2 e locality of suppletion: comparatives and superla-
tives

Bobaljik (2012) conducts a wide cross-linguistic survey into adjectival suppletion in
the context of comparative and superlative morphology. Striking in that survey is
the finding that not all patterns of suppletion are attested, but rather there are clearly
defined patterns with respect to what is, and what is not, possible. The first attested
pattern is where there is no suppletion, and the root remains constant as in smart-
smarter-smartest, referred to as an AAA pattern, since the same root is used in all three
degrees. If there is suppletion, then we find two possibilities. First is a pattern where
both the comparative and superlative form are suppletive with respect to the positive,
but share a common root, an ABB pattern as in the English good-beer-best. Finally
there exist ABC patterns where both the comparative and superlative are suppletive,
both with respect to the positive and to each other, seen in the Latin paradigm bonus-
melior-optimus. The patterns, with selected exemplars, are summarised in Table 1.

Table 1: Attested Patterns of Comparative Suppletion (Bobaljik 2012, 29,56)

po comp pl Pattern
a. English smart smart-er smart-est AAA
b. English good bett-er be-st ABB
c. Finnish hyvä pare-mpi parha-in ABB
d. Latin bon-us mel-ior opt-imus ABC
e. Welsh da gwell gor-au ABC

Strikingly, however there are two suppletion patternswhich are not attested. Firstly,
there are (virtually) no cases of an ABA pattern.2 In other words, there are no adjecti-
val paradigms in which the root is identical in the context of the (regular) adjective and
the superlative, to the exclusion of the comparative (Table 2, a.). The second pattern
which is unattested is an AAB patten, where the positive form and the comparative
form are constant, whilst the superlative form is suppletive (see Table 2, b.).

Put together, these observations may be stated as follows:

(2) a. If a root undergoes suppletion in the comparative, it cannot have the pos-
itive form in the superlative (roots stay suppletive = *ABA).

2There is one possible counter-example among adjectives of quality from Basque, and a handful
of possibly challenging examples from quantifiers: ‘many/much-more-most’. See Bobaljik (2012) for
discussion and alternative accounts consistent with the generalisations presented in the main text. In
this study we only take into account morphological, or synthetic, constructions andmake no predictions
for periphrastic constructions.
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Table 2: Unattested patterns of adjectival suppletion.

po comp pl Pattern
a. unattested good bett-er good-est *ABA
b. unattested good good-er be-st *AAB

b. For suppletive morphology to be possible in the superlative, the compar-
ative form must also be suppletive (= *AAB).

In this paper, we aim to build upon these observations and show that (2a) has ana-
logues in other domains of suppletion. The fact that (2b) does not generalise in the
same way is anticipated in Bobaljik (2012) and the asymmetry between the two con-
ditions provides further evidence regarding the specific representations involved and
the nature of locality in morphosyntactic representations. Before delving into these
areas, we first give an overview of how Bobaljik accounts for the attested patterns of
suppletion in adjectival suppletion and how the unattested patterns are ruled out.

2.1 Adjectival Suppletion

2.1.1 e Containment Hypothesis

A crucial ingredient for Bobaljik to explain the attested patterns, and rule out the unat-
tested patterns, is the Containment Hypothesis:3

(3) The Containment Hypothesis (from Bobaljik 2012)
The representation of the superlative properly contains that of the comparative.

In other words, the containment hypothesis maintains that the construction in (4)
is not a legitimate grammatical object:

(4) * [[adjective] superlative]

Rather, a superlative construction always has the structure as in (5), crucially con-
taining the comparative.4

(5) [[[ adjective ] comparative ] superlative ]
3Bobaljik (2012, Chapter 7) proposes that the Containment Hypothesis is itself a consequence of a

deeper condition on the content of functional nodes. Specifically, it is proposed that UG cannot com-
bine the comparative operator moe and the universal quantifier inherent in the superlative han 
ohe into a single functional node (cf. Kayne’s (2005, 212) Principle of Decompositionality).

4Note that of course not all constructions contain a superlative projection; as such, a comparative is
represented as [[ adjective ] comparative ].
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The validity of the containment hypothesis is supported by two facts. Firstly, we
see in various languages that the containment hypothesis is reflected transparently
in the morphology of the forms. This is shown in Table 3 for Czech, Hungarian, and
Ubykh, wherewe can clearly see that the superlative form of the adjective also contains
the comparative morpheme.

Table 3: Transparent containment in comparatives and superlatives (Bobaljik 2012, 31)

po comp pl Gloss
a. Czech mlad-ý mlad-ši nej-mlad-ši ‘young’
b. Hungarian nagy nagy-obb leg-nagy-obb ‘big’
c. Ubykh nüsoə ç’a-nüsoə a-ç’a-nüsoə ‘pretty’

The second piece of evidence suggesting that the containment hypothesis holds
cross-linguistically comes from typological universals concerning comparatives and
superlatives. Bobaljik formulates the Synthetic Superlative Generalisation:

(6) The Synthetic Superlative Generalisation (SSG)
No language has morphological superlatives (X-est), but only periphrastic com-
paratives (more X ).

If the Containment Hypothesis is correct, then the SSG (6) effectively follows if the
grammar cannot construct a morphological superlative without first constructing a
morphological comparative. In other words, a grammarwith the resources to construct
a morphological superlative must be a grammar that has the resources to construct a
morphological comparative.

2.1.2 Distributed Morphology and adjectival suppletion

With the containment hypothesis in tow, Bobaljik shows how the *ABA pattern is
excluded within a theoretical framework such as Distributed Morphology (DM, see
Halle & Marantz 1993). A key tenet of DM is ‘Late Insertion’: the hypothesis that
morphological complexity may be abstract – multi-morphemic words are constructed
in the syntax as complexes of abstract terminals (X0 nodes), which are then subject
to post-syntactic rules of exponence (vocabulary insertion, VI). For example, on a DM
account, the syntax of a language may represent plural nouns consistently as in (7).
The syntax abstracts away from the choice of plural suffix, and it is the post-syntactic,
morphological component that determines the overt allomorph of the plural suffix.
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(7) n

pln

√
oo

In the same vein, a comparative adjective may be represented abstractly as in (8)
(we take no stance on the labels of the higher nodes):

(8) a

cmpa

√
oo

Crucially, phonological substance is provided post-syntactically (Late Insertion)
and occurs cyclically starting from the most deeply embedded element (Bobaljik 2000).
Under this perspective, suppletion may be treated in DM as a special case of contextual
allomorphy: more than one VI-rule may compete to spell out a single terminal node.
In such a situation, the Elsewhere Principle (Kiparsky 1973), which ensures that more
specific VI-rules win out over less specific ones, regulates which exponents are inserted
into the syntactic structure during the morphology. In English, there are the following
VI-rules for the good-beer-best paradigm:5

(9) a.
√
good→ be(tt) / ] cmp ]

b.
√
good→ good (elsewhere)

c. pl→ -est
d. cmp→ -er

In the positive the context for the comparative allomorph (9a) is not met and as
such the context-free VI-rule in (9b) applies. In the comparative structure (8) however,
the Elsewhere Condition will ensure that the root allomorph (9a) be()will be inserted,
bleeding the default realization of the same root (9b). This (along with (9d)) correctly
derives the form beer, rather than gooder.6 Crucially, if we combine the Contain-
ment Hypothesis with Late Insertion and the Elsewhere principle, the same VI rules
will ensure that in the superlative as well as the comparative, the environment for the
more specific VI rule in (9a) is met and as such, (9a) must apply. This result generalises

5Note that for the exponents in the VI-rules here, and below, we abstract away from phonological
details, and represent them orthographically.

6Note that there is no competition or blocking among whole words; the form *gooder is never de-
rived. See Embick & Marantz (2008) for discussion and comparison with alternatives.
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to the more than 100 examples of ABB patterns in Bobaljik (2012): since the superla-
tive contains the comparative, any rule that bleeds the default root allomorph in the
comparative will likewise bleed the default root allomorph in the superlative. In other
words, *ABA results from the fact that suppletion for the comparative will always en-
tail that the superlative is also suppletive: an ABA pattern cannot be generated by the
grammar.7

Note that this clearly allows for ABB patterns; it also allows for ABC patterns since
a VI-rule can make specific reference to the superlative.8 Consider the Latin bonus-
melior-optimus ‘good’ paradigm, and its corresponding VI-rules (for the roots):

(10) a.
√
good→ opt / ] cmp ] pl ]

b.
√
good→ mel / ] cmp ]

c.
√
good→ bon (elsewhere)

The VI-rules in (10b-c) are in relevant respects identical to those in (9a-b). But just
as the Elsewhere Condition operates to ensure that the comparative allomorph spreads
to the superlative context when there is no more specific exponent, in (10a) there is a
more specific root allomorph for the superlative context and thus opt- wins out over
its competitors.

An additional assumption is needed to exclude AAB patterns. Bobaljik proposes
(2012, Chapter 5), in effect, that no grammarmay have a rule like (10a) unless it also has
a less complex rule like (10b), considering various ways in which this might be derived
(see also Bobaljik & Wurmbrand 2013). The existence of AAB patterns turns out to be
a point of difference between adjectival degree and pronominal case and number, and
we return to this in more detail below.

In sum, the containment hypothesis taken together with the Elsewhere Principle
will prevent a root from ‘reverting’ to its original form in the superlative once it has
undergone suppletion in the comparative from, and thus ABA patterns are impossible.

3 Case driven suppletion in personal pronouns

Rather than being limited to adjectival suppletion patterns, the same logic should apply
to all complex structures where we see evidence for nesting of one structure inside
another. In this paper we extend this hypothesis to morphological case and number,

7Additional minor rules are needed to ensure that the superlative surfaces as best and not *beerest –
see Bobaljik (2012) for discussion. What is relevant for the illustrative point here is that the comparative
and superlative share a common root. Since ABC patterns are describable (see immediately below), it
is formally possible to mimic a surface ABA pattern, via accidental homophony of A and C. Bobaljik
proposes (ibid.: 35) to exclude this via a general learning bias against root homophony.

8This is somewhat of a simplification especially as regards locality; see Bobaljik (2012) and Moskal
& Smith (2016), and section 3.7 below.
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with a particular focus on pronouns.9 Pronouns are known to show suppletion for
both case and number cross-linguistically (Moskal 2015a,b).10 In addition, pronouns
are well described cross-linguistically and we are thus able to construct a large enough
sample, such that gaps may be significant. Our general hypothesis is of the form:
given a structure in which three (or more) categories stand in a containment relation
[ [ [ X ] Y ] Z ], if X suppletes in the context of Y, it will also supplete in the context
of Z — that is, there will be no ABA patterns. Working backwards, we may then take
the absence of ABA patterns in domains rich with suppletion to constitute evidence of
nested structure.

We now turn our attention to the first of the phenomena that are the focus of the
present study: morphological case. We will show that the patterns of suppletion that
we find with respect to case in personal pronouns show the hallmark *ABA diagnostic
of a containment structure for case.

3.1 Why look at case?

It has long been held that the morphological categories of case are subject to a marked-
ness hierarchy, such as in (11) (Blake 1994, 156, Caha 2009, 10):

(11) nom < acc < gen < da < in < com

More recently, it has been proposed in a number of studies (notably Caha 2009 et
seq.) that morphological case is not represented as a simple feature value, nom, acc,
da, etc, but the morphological cases themselves are internally complex, with more
complex cases properly containing less complex ones.

There are various strands of evidence that suggest that cases are internally com-
plex. As is the case with degree morphology, there are some languages where case
containment is transparently reflected in the morphemes. This is particularly preva-
lent in locative cases, which are often internally complex, having distinct pieces show-
ing Path and Place (see Radkevich 2010). In addition, oblique cases in many languages
are built on a direct case, such as the ergative. The Tabasaran example in (12) shows 4
levels of embedding in the versative case:

(12) nir
river

-i
eg

-q
on

-in
all

-ri
e

‘towards the bank of the river’ (Tabasaran)
9Here and below, we will treat the person formative as the ‘root’ of the pronoun; this is intended

loosely - the most deeply embedded morpheme in the pronoun and the one that undergoes suppletion
in the cases of interest. We do not intend to take a stand on whether pronouns have roots in some of
the technical senses of that term.

10See in particular Corbett (2005) for an extended argument that alternations in number for pronouns,
such as I g ∼ we pl are genuine instances of suppletion.
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Examples of oblique cases transparently containing the accusative can be found in
Khanty (also known as Ostyak) pronouns (Table 4, from Nikolaeva 1999, 16) and more
systematically in Kalderaš Romani (Table 5, from Boretzky 1994, 31-46). In both tables,
the boldfaced morphemes are the case markers contained in the more complex cases.

Table 4: Transparent case containment in Khanty

nom acc da
1g ma ma:-ne:m ma:-ne:m-na
3g luw luw-e:l luw-e:l-na
1pl muŋ muŋ-e:w muŋ-e:w-na

Table 5: Transparent case containment in Kalderaš Romani

nom acc da loc …
phral phral-és phral-és-kə phral-és-te ‘brother’
phral-(á) phral-én phral-én-gə phral-én-de ‘brothers’
rakl-í rakl-já rakl-já-kə rakl-já-te ‘girl’
rakl-já rakl-já-n rakl-já-n-gə rakl-já-n-de ‘girls’

In addition to the (albeit rare) instances where one case is clearly contained within
another, Caha argues that one can formulate implicational universals for whether case
is to be expressed morphologically or periphrastically, much in the same way as the
SSG of Bobaljik (2012) (see (6) above). Caha proposes the case sequence in (13), pur-
ported to hold universally (although he gives a number of important qualifications).

(13) nom  acc  gen  da  in  com

The final piece of evidence which points towards cases being internally complex
is that case syncretisms generally target contiguous regions on the sequence (Caha
2009): Caha contends that a possible syncretism would be one where the accusative,
genitive, dative and instrumental are syncretic, however a pattern where the nomi-
native and dative are syncretic to the exclusion of the accusative and genitive is not a
possible pattern. By and large, this holds across Caha’s typology of syncretism (but see
Harðarson 2016 for a possible counter-example). Abstracting away from the details,
Caha shows it is not possible to generate a lexical entry that will target the genitive and
the nominative, but not the accusative; in other words, if the genitive and nominative
are syncretic, then the accusative must be syncretic with them also.11

11There is a rich tradition dating to work by Roman Jakobson (Jakobson 1936/1971) of using case
syncretism to motivate internally complex cases; see for instance McCreight & Chvany (1991), Müller
(2004) and Calabrese (2008) among others for somewhat different proposals than Caha’s.
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Case, then, turns out to prove an ideal testing ground for a wider application of
Bobaljik’s proposal. If the case hierarchy is represented as a containment configura-
tion, then we predict that ABA patterns should be excluded in suppletion.

In order to ensure commensurability among languages, we examined a simplified
case hierarchy. Specifically, we considered (i) the unmarked case (the case of canon-
ical intransitive subjects, either nominative or absolutive), (ii) the corresponding de-
pendent case (accusative or ergative), and (iii) a representative oblique case, typically
dative. Considerations of markedness, Caha-style syncretic patterning, and what ev-
idence there is for transparent morphological containment point to the structure of
case in (14), relative to which we can investigate the attested and unattested patterns
of suppletion. We consider the unmarked case the basic form, such that all other cases
will at least contain the unmarked case. Dependent case contains the unmarked case
only. Oblique cases contain both unmarked and dependent cases.12 Throughout the
study, we set aside the genitive case, as available sources do not consistently distin-
guish a genitive case (relevant to the case hierarchy) from possessive pronouns (which
are not part of the hierarchy).13

(14)

oblie

dependen

nmaked
Our core prediction is relative to this hierarchy: if obliques contain the dependent

case (accusative or ergative), which in turn contain the unmarked case (nominative),
then an element that shows suppletion for the dependent case will not ‘revert’ to the
default form in an oblique. This prediction is systematically borne out for a large sam-
ple, to which we now turn.

3.2 Case suppletion

As mentioned above, it is common for pronouns to show suppletion for case (Moskal
2015b), with the Icelandic first and second person pronouns serving as an illustrative

12Caha argues that there is a unique, total ordering of containment relations amongst the oblique
cases. We do not make that assumption here and allow instead for different obliques to be built from
the dependent case, rather than from each other, as suggested by the transparent containment relations
in Romani in Table 5, where dative and locative both contain the accusative, but neither contains the
other (see also Radkevich 2010, Zompì 2017). We return to this point below in section 3.5.

13See also Harðarson (2016) for evidence that the position of the genitive relative to the dative is not
universally stable on Caha’s hierarchy. We include genitive and possessive forms in the data in the
online appendix.
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example (a pattern that is reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European, Katz 1998). The
second person singular is not suppletive, in the sense that it has an invariant person
formative þ-, followed by a piece that varies for case. The other pronouns in this table,
to the extent they are segmentable, show suppletion of the person formative—the first
person singular has anm- corresponding to 2 g þ- everywhere except the nominative,
where ég (i.e., [jɛɣ]) starts with a glide j-. First and second person plural pattern with
the first person singular in this regard, with special nominative forms that share no
segments with the corresponding non-nominatives.

Table 6: Pronominal case suppletion in Icelandic.

nom acc da
1g ég mig mér ABB
2g þú þig þér AAA
1pl við okkur okkur ABB
2pl þið ykkur ykkur ABB

Since pronouns are ubiquitous and well-documented, it is easy to construct a size-
able cross-linguistic sample. Our initial sample consisted of 160 languages. Of these,
roughly half (76) showed no hint of suppletion for case. To the initial sample we added
additional cases from the Surrey Suppletion Database (Brown et al. 2003), and other
examples brought to our attention over the course of the investigation. In the end, we
considered 179 languages as given in (see Appendix A.1). Of these, half (90) do not
draw more than a two-way case-contrast (after excluding the genitive, as mentioned
above). Although some of these languages have suppletion (like English: I∼me), they
are uninformative about the key prediction – they lack ABA patterns, but trivially so,
as there is no third category to investigate. Of languages with at least a three-way case
contrast, just under half (41) show some suppletion, and are thus informative about the
key predictions.14

Wepresent and discuss the results in the following sections. As the literaturemakes
clear (Mel’čuk 1994, Corbett 2007, Bye 2007, Haugen & Siddiqi 2013), there is no con-
sensus on where to draw the line between suppletion and other forms of irregularity.
Our primary criterion for identifying suppletion was whether or not we could identify
an invariant person/number formative for any given pronominal paradigm, as illus-
trated by Icelandic 2g = þ- above, to be contrasted with 1g which shows suppletion,
alternating between j- and m-. Yet even with this simple criterion, uncertanties arise.
Polish singular pronouns in Table 7 serve to illustrate some of the decision points.

14The online supplemental material includes the data from all 89 languages with a three-way contrast,
since some patterns we exclude as non-suppletive are nevertheless irregular in one way or another, and
thus relevant to our interests if other criteria for defining suppletion are used.
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(Where multiple forms are in a given cell, the first is a clitic, restricted to unstressed
positions. The 3g n-initial variants occur after prepositions.)

Table 7: Selected Polish singular pronouns (Brooks 1975)

nom acc da in loc
1g ja mię/mnie mi/mnie mną mnie ABB…
2g ty cię/ciebie ci/tobie tobą tobie AAA…
3gm on go/jego/niego mu/jemu/niemu nim nim ABB

The 1g forms show the inherited Indo-European ABB pattern, with j- in the nom-
inative and m- in all other cases. The 2g alternates between t- [t] and c- [tɕ]. This
alternation is phonological and thus we do not treat it as suppletion (lexical listing of
alternants): instead, we posit an underlying /t-/, shared by all forms, which undergoes
palatalization before a front vowel or glide (Rubach 1984, Ch. 4). Thus surface ty -
ciebie - tobie ([tɨ] - [tɕɛbiɛ] - [tɔbiɛ]) is not suppletive, and is treated as an AAA pattern,
and not ABA. Rubach notes, though, that the phonological patterns of palatalization
are not trivial and show morphological conditioning to some extent.

Another example which we treat as a morphologically conditioned phonological
alternation, rather than as suppletion, comes from Nepali, in Table 8.15 Of interest are
the first person and second person (low honorific) singular, which show diphthongi-
sation uniquely before the ergative. With our limited knowledge of Nepali phonology,
we have no basis for assuming that the diphthongization here is a general process in
Nepali, and grammatical descriptions such as Bal (2007, 359) simply list the forms with
a special note. The question of interest, then, is whether the child acquiring Nepali
recognises the shared phonology and meaning between ma and mai (and tã and taĩ )
and codes this in their grammar, positing a single abstract lexical item and a morpho-
logically restricted phonological rule, or whether they treat this as suppletive, that is, as
two separately listed items. We have come down on the side of recognising the clearly
identifiable formatives ma-, tã-, and thus we treat this (and similar alternations) as an
AAA pattern with (possibly morphologically conditioned) phonological irregularity,
rather than as suppletion.16 On similar grounds, we recognise third person singular
(distal) as having a consistent formative u(s)-, which loses the final s in the unmarked
case.

Returning to Polish, the 3gm shows another type of consideration. The full pro-
nouns show a pattern shared across Slavic: the nominative pronominal base is on,

15Data from Acharya (1991, 107) and from Sushma Pokharel, personal communication. L and M refer
to low and mid honorific grades of the second person.

16This is of course the same issue that arises with the treatment of “irregularity” more broadly, as
famously in the venerable English past tense debate. Our sense of suppletion is narrow, cf. Corbett’s
2007 “maximally irregular” phonology.
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Table 8: Selected Nepali singular pronouns.

nom eg da loc
1g ma mai-le ma-lāi ma-mā AAA
2gL tã taĩ-le tã-lāi tã-mā AAA
2gM timi timi-le timi-lāi timi-mā AAA
3g u us-le us-lāi us-mā AAA

while all non-nominatives are built on a base j-, which surfaces as (n)j- after preposi-
tions. This most likely constitutes an ABB pattern (on∼ (n)j-), if the post-prepositional
n is not the same formative as the n in on. On the surface, though, one could imagine
seeing the n as a consistent formative (lost after prepositions), thus positing an AAA
pattern, or, if one looks only at the weak pronouns (accusative and dative clitics), then
onemight be tempted to posit an ABC pattern: on – go –mu. This last option seems im-
plausible: the clitics (for other gender and numbers as well) are the case endings, with
a zero corresponding to the pronominal base. Luckily, while such uncertainty arises in
many examples in our database, the important point is that none of the plausible anal-
yses constitutes an ABA pattern. We can thus live with such analytical uncertainty,
as far as our primary concern is to test the prediction that ABA will be unattested. In
order to provide numbers in the tables below, we have at some points needed to make
tricky judgment calls about data points like this, but where a potential ABA pattern
is available, as in the Archi 2pl, we have discussed it below. We were conservative
in classifying suppletive forms as such, and thus our numbers are if anything, on the
low side for suppletive forms. In addition, we have included our full data set as an
online appendix, so that the interested reader may pursue this further, and determine
whether our results hold up under different analytical assumptions. We return to the
general issue in the discussion at the end of the paper.

3.3 Results: Overview

Our results are summarised in Table 9. Consistent with our predictions, there is a fun-
damental asymmetry between the widely attested Icelandic-like ABB pattern and the
virtually unattested ABA pattern. Our original sample turned up but a single possible
case of an ABA pattern (more accurately ABBA as it involves multiple obliques), in
Archi, which is susceptible to alternative analyses, as discussed in section 3.5 below.

In addition to noting whether patterns are attested or not, we have given numbers
from our sample. Note that these numbers are quite conservative, in that they count the
number of attested cognate triples of pronouns, not languages (Bobaljik 2012, 40-43).
If multiple languages share the same pattern and the elements are cognate, then they
are not counted separately. By this count, the common Indo-European 1g pronouns
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Table 9: Pronominal case suppletion: summary

Pattern Prediction n attested Representative lan-
guages

AAA 4 numerous Lezgian, W. Green-
landic, etc.

ABB 4 57 Indo-European,
Evenki, Khakas,
Chuvash, Itelmen

ABC 4 2 Khinalugh, Alba-
nian

AAB 4 10 Hunzib, Wardaman
ABA 8 (1) Archi 2pl

in Table 10 collectively contribute only a single data point – one of the 57 instances
of an ABB pattern in Table 9). The suppletive pattern in Indo-European arose once
and has been inherited by the daughter languages, remaining stable over thousands of
years.17

Table 10: Stability of ABB in Indo-European languages.

nom acc da Other
German ich mich mir
Greek egō eme emoi
Latin ego mē mihi m-
Lithuanian àš manè mán man-
Russian ja menja mnje mn-

Before moving on to the data, we must point out that we restrict our attention to
case suppletion in personal pronouns only, and not case suppletion in lexical nouns.
This is forced upon us due to an asymmetry between lexical nouns and pronouns dis-
cussed in Bybee (1985), Moskal (2015a,b), where it is shown that whilst pronouns fre-
quently supplete for case, barring a handful of examples, lexical nouns essentially never
do.18 The reason for this asymmetry is shown by Moskal to be the result of a difference
in structure between functional and lexical material: lexical structure, in contrast to
functional structure, contains category-defining nodes, which have the effect of mak-
ing case information too far away from the lexical root in order to condition suppletion.

17Although regularized to AAA in, for example, Nepali, as shown above.
18See Moskal (2015a,b) for a discussion of a limited set of circumstances under which nominal (rather

than pronominal) suppletion for case is possible, with analysis of corresponding examples.
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Functional structure, by way of contrast, is small enough to allow for case informa-
tion to condition suppletion on the base of the pronoun. Notably, all of the cases of
suppletion in lexical material are shown to involve less structure, which brings case
information close enough to the lexical root for suppletion to happen.

3.4 Capturing variation in case suppletion

Our main result, to repeat, is that the predicted patterns are well attested, while the
ABA pattern is unattested, with only one dubious potential problem. The AAB pattern
turns out to be a point of difference between degree suppletion and pronominal sup-
pletion, and we therefore discuss that pattern in its own right in the next subsection.

As noted above, roughly half of the languages in our initial survey did not show
suppletion. Case suppletion is thus not necessary or by any means universal. Select
pronouns from Lezgian in Table 11 illustrate a language with rich case distinctions, but
no suppletion (AAA).

Table 11: AAA patterns in Lezgian (Haspelmath 1993)

ab eg da ade ine
1g zun za zaz zaw za
2g wun wuna waz waw wa
1pl čun čna čaz čaw ča

Even in languages with suppletion, like Icelandic (6), not all pronouns are supple-
tive for case, as the contrast between the 1g and 2g forms shows. Likewise in English,
I∼me and she∼her appear to be suppletive, to be contrasted with they∼them.

Note also that not all AAA patterns are entirely regular. We draw a distinction be-
tween suppletive forms, which are built on a phonologically unrelated root, and ‘mere’
irregularity, in which a common root is clearly discernible, despite other irregularities
in the form (as discussed for Polish and Nepali above). Along another dimension of
irregularity, as Martin Haspelmath points out in comments on an earlier draft of this
article, the Lezgian 1g ergative pronoun lacks an ending that the other ergative pro-
nouns have, and is thus irregular, although it is clearly built on the z(a)- base that
consistently characterizes 1g, hence counting as non-suppletive. These patterns were
regularly encountered within our survey.

Returning to the data, we now consider ABB forms, where in the dependent and
oblique cases, the pronominal base is suppletive relative to the unmarked case, but
the suppletive base is consistent. We have illustrated ABB patterns with select Indo-
European pronouns in Tables 6, 7, and 10 above. These patterns replicate the basic
suppletive patterning seen in degree morphology, and thus receive the same account.
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For the Icelandic first person singular, we would set up rules of exponence (vocabulary
insertion) such as the following:19

(15) a. 1g → m- / ] acc ]
b. 1g → ég (elsewhere)

Following the logic established for degree suppletion, since the oblique cases, by
hypothesis, properly contain the accusative (whether in a Caha-style representation
or otherwise – see below), the m- allomorph will be used in all the non-nominative
cases.20 This approach to suppletion commits us to the view that pronouns are gram-
matically internally complex; failing to do so (e.g., by listing the various case forms
independently as 1g.da→ mér ; 1g.acc→ mig; etc.) would not capture the shared
elements among the pronouns, and would not express the patterns of suppletion and
syncretism as part of the grammar.

Note that it is not the case that all of Indo-European shares obviously cognate
forms. It is not (only) vocabulary items as in (15) that are shared — some of the in-
dividual forms have diverged, but the overall pattern remains constant. In addition,
some languages have lost a syncretic pattern, while others have innovated — compare
the Armenian forms in Table 12, where there is an ABB pattern in 2g, to those above
also from Indo-European, especially the Icelandic data in Table 6 (where 2g is AAA).
It seems then that ABB in Indo-European languages does not stem from an innovation
in the set of VI-rules of a single ancestor language, but rather there must be something
conspiring to keep ABB wherever there is suppletion.

Table 12: ABB patterns in Armenian (Kozintseva 1995)

nom da abl loc in
1g es inj inj(a)nic inj(a)num inj(a)nov
2g du k’ez k’ez(a)nic k’ez(a)num kez(a)nov
2pl duk’ jez jez(a)nic jez(a)num jez(a)nov

19Above, we have been representing case containment in terms of [ [ [ nmaked ] depen
den ] oblie ]. Since Icelandic has a nominative - accusative case alignment, the case structure
for Icelandic is [ [ [ nominaie ] accaie ] daie ].

20David Adger, Andrea Calabrese, and others have raised the question of whether one could treat
the nominative as the marked form, and the non-nominative as the elsewhere case, thus accounting
for its wider distribution. This depends on the representation of the unmarked case, e.g., whether the
nominative is the absence of case, and thus the larger question of whether rules of suppletion may
make reference to the absence of features. For degree morphology, the positive form of the adjective is
typically the base for derivational morphology, hence that allomorph should be treated as context-free;
but because pronouns do not typically participate in morphological derivation, an analogous argument
is hard to construct. We maintain here that the featurally unmarked exponent should be the default,
and return to the role of markedness in section 4.3.3.
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A selection of Nakh-Daghestanian interrogative pronouns (Kibrik&Kodzasov 1990)
illustrates the same point. As shown in Table 13, an ABB pattern remains generally
stable, although the actual absolutive forms vary from language to language. Hunzib
and Hinuq patterns are given showing that the ABB patterns may regularise, with ei-
ther the A form or the B form generalising. Yet although the ABB pattern is thus not
immutable, what does not arise, as far as we can tell, is an ABA pattern.21

Table 13: Suppletion in interrogative pronouns in Nakh-Daghestanian languages

ab eg da
Archi kwi ƚƚi-(li) ƚƚa-s ABB
Avar su ƚi-d ƚi-bé ABB
Andi emi-Ril ƚƚe-di-Ril ƚƚe-j-Ril ABB
Bezhta suk’od ƚo-d ƚo-l-di ABB
Hunzib suk’u suk’u-l suk’-u AAA
Hinuq ƚu ƚuj ƚuz AAA

Itelmen (Khairjuzvo dialect forms are given in Table 14) may also provide an ex-
ample – the 1g pronoun is regular, but the 2g pronoun lies in the grey area between
suppletion and irregularity. The root alternates between unmarked kəzza and the root
kn- in all other cases. The historical phonology of this alternation can be reconstructed
on the basis of comparative Chukotko-Kamchatkan evidence, but synchronically, it is
difficult to see a motivation for treating this as anything other than suppletion, and
hence, an ABB pattern.

Table 14: ABB (2g) in Itelmen (Bobaljik, Field Notes)

nm loc da abl
1g kəmma kəmma-nk kəmm-ank-e kəmma-n-xʔal
2g kəzza kni-nk kn-ank-e kna-n-xʔal

Finally, we note that ABC patterns, as with adjectival suppletion, are exceedingly
rare, but appear to be attested. A selection of Nakh-Daghestanian 1g pronouns are
given in Table 15 (from Kibrik & Kodzasov 1990). While the majority of these, like Lez-
gian above, show a constant formative across the cases (thus constitute AAA patterns),
the Khinalugh pronoun appears to be deviant, showing an ABC pattern.22

21TheAndi form is an ABB pattern: emi-/ƚƚe is thewh-root; -Ril is a suffix that distinguishes, according
to the description, ‘known’ from ‘unknown’ wh-words.

22The Albanian third person singular pronoun may also be an ABC pattern but is less clear; see n. 95
below.
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Table 15: 1g pronouns in some Nakh-Daghestanian languages.

ab eg da
Khinalugh zɨ jä as(ɨr) ABC
Chamalal di: de: di-ƚa AAA
Rutul zɨ za-d za-s AAA
Tabasaran izú izu izu-s AAA

To close this section, we note one further paradigm that shows some of the dif-
ficulties in characterising pronominal suppletion in a large sample of languages, not
all of which we are familiar with. The pronouns of Murle are given in Table 16. How
should these be classified?

Table 16: Murle pronouns (Arensen 1982)

nom acc da
1g naana aneeta ŋaatan
2g niina ineeta ŋaatun
3g niini nɔnnɔ ŋaatin
1pl naaga ageeta ŋaatinaaŋ
2pl niiga igeeta ŋaatinooŋ
3pl niigi ŋɔɔgɔ ŋaatineeŋ

Looking at any of the personal pronouns in isolation, one may be tempted to see
these as an ABC pattern, but looking at the paradigm as a whole, it is clear that there
is a great deal of systematicity. The local (1,2) pronouns are built on the pattern: nom
= n-X-a, acc = X-eeta, da = ŋaat(in)-X ; where the X is a constant person/number
formative, varying only slightly in vowel length (and vowel quality in the dative): 1g
= (a)an, 2g = (i)in∼un, etc. While the fine detail of the segmentation may be tricky,
it would seem unwise to build a case for an ABC pattern on examples of this sort,
and we tentatively treat the Murle pronouns as non-suppletive, noting that nothing of
consequence for the theory hinges on this choice. Either they are to be treated as AAA
or ABC - the choice affects the numbers in Table 9 but the main prediction that ABA
should be unattested is not affected by this analytic uncertainty.

3.5 Apparent ABA - Ari 2pl
There is only one potential candidate for an ABA pattern in our sample: the 2pl form
in Archi. Table 17 illustrates the Archi system for first and second person pronouns.
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Before turning to the ABA form, the Archi dative form in Table 17 deserves addi-
tional comment. In a typologically rare pattern (though to some degree attested in re-
lated languages), certain Archi pronouns show agreement in gender/noun class with a
clausemate absolutive argument. This is indicated as�(for gender marker) in Table 17,
a prefix that surfaces as {w-, d-, b- or Ø}. See Polinsky et al. (In press) for discussion of
this phenomenon.

Table 17: Pronouns of Archi.

ab eg da obl
‘who’ kʷi ƚƚi- ƚƚa- –
1g zon za-ri �-ez za-
1pl.ecl nen nen �-el la-
1pl.incl nen nen-� �-el-a-�-u la-
2g un un wa-s wa-
2pl žʷen žʷen wež žʷa-

The potential problem for us comes from the final row of the table, in the 2pl form.
The other rows all show patterns consistent with our predictions: The interrogative
pronoun is clearly an ABB pattern, and the 1g form has a consistent formative z
throughout all cases. The 1pl and 2g forms are apparently AABB patterns, at least
according to the column alignment here (which we will revise immediately below),
thus counting as either AAB or ABB depending in part on the treatment of syncretism
(see below). But the 2pl form appears to show an elsewhere base žʷ-, with apparent
suppletion in the dative (wež), before apparently reverting back to the non-suppletive
root for more complex oblique cases. However, it is not clear that this constitutes an
ABA pattern of the type that should be predicted not to exist under our proposals.

The worrisome sequence arises only if the oblique cases properly contain the da-
tive, as on Caha’s approach. In the discussion of Kalderaš Romani, above, we noted that
transparent containment relations suggest instead that the various obliques, including
the dative, are each separately built from the dependent case, while the obliques do
not contain one another. That is, we assumed above that the cases beyond the un-
marked and dependent constitute a partial, rather than a total, order, including (16)
and separately, (17):
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(16)

daie

dependen

nmaked

(17)

oblie

dependen

nmaked

It seems to be quite generally true cross-linguistically (Radkevich 2010) that spa-
tial cases conform to an abstract structure such as that in (18), where each of the nodes
place and pah may correspond to a range of values, but none of which are system-
atically contained inside the another:23

(18)

pah

place

dependen

nmaked

An illustration that this is on the right track comes from Lezgian (Haspelmath
1993), who gives the paradigm for spatial cases, illustrated by sew ‘the bear’ shown in
Table 18. The spatial cases all transparently conform to (18). All contain the ergative
morpheme re. Beyond that, the cases may be grouped into series, with the first element
w, qh, k or l denoting position, and the second denoting motion to, from, or location at.
But it seems implausible to posit that all 12 local cases form a unique sequence, where,
for example, either the subelative includes the superdirective or vice versa.

Given such evidence, it seems reasonable to treat with some suspicion the notion
that Archi 2pl forms constitute an ABBA pattern. Instead, it seems plausible to assume
that there are two distinct containment patterns. The Archi dative corresponds to (16)
and shows an AAB pattern, while the other obliques correspond to (17) and show an
AAA pattern. On this view, independently motivated by the transparent embedding
patterns within Daghestanian, no ABA pattern is in evidence, as predicted.24

23Radkevich’s structure is more articulated than the one given here. In addition, she argues that pat-
terns of portmanteau morphology suggest that place and pah (and their dependents) form a (surface)
constituent, to the exclusion of the dependent case node. See Pantcheva (2011) for an approach which
posits a total order among the local cases.

24Even if we set aside the possibility of a partial, rather than a total, order among the oblique cases,
it may be possible to analyse the final z in the dative as constituting the same formative as the initial
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Table 18: The spatial case paradigm of Lezgian

Case Translation
Abolie sew ‘the bear’
Egaie sew-re ‘the bear’
Daie sew-re-z ‘to the bear’
Adeie sew-re-w ‘at the bear’
Adelaie sew-re-w-aj ‘from the bear’
Addiecie sew-re-w-di ‘toward the bear’
Poeie sew-re-qh ‘behind the bear’
Poelaie sew-re-qh-aj ‘from behind the bear’
Podiecie sew-re-qh-di ‘to behind the bear’
Sbeie sew-re-k ‘under the bear’
Sbelaie sew-re-k-aj ‘from under the bear’
Sbdiecie sew-re-k-di ‘to under the bear’
Speeie sew-re-l ‘on the bear’
Speelaie sew-re-l-aj ‘off the bear’
Spediecie sew-re-ldi ‘onto the bear’

Similar considerationsmay apply toNen (Evans 2015, 553), another apparent AAB…A
example not in our own survey but brought to our attention by Greville Corbett (per-
sonal communication). The Nen pronominal paradigms for seven of the twelve cases
identified by Evans are given in Table 19:

No issues arise for personal pronouns within the limited sequence unmarked (ab-
solutive) – dependent (ergative) – basic (zero-suffixed) oblique, and we note both AAB
(1st person) and ABB (3rd person) suppletive patterns relative to this sequence. As
Evans notes, most of the oblique cases (including the 5 not shown) are built on the
oblique stem, with further containment relations – 4 obliques, like the allative and ab-

zw- in the other forms, and thus an AAA pattern. Nina Radkevich calls our attention to Alekseev (1985,
70-75), who analyzes both the genitive and dative as arising (historically) from metathesis of z and w,
plus a vowel change, and finds evidence for the components of this analysis in related languages. This
analysis may be supported by analogy to the Archi 1g forms, which show a similar pattern, including
devoicing in the genitive (1b) (see Moskal 2013, Alekseev 1985):

(1) 2nd plal
2nd plal 1 ingla

a. ab žʷ -en b. z -on
eg žʷ -en za -ri
gen w- iš �- is
da w- ež �- ez
obl žʷa- za-
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Table 19: Nen pronouns in selected cases

ab eg obl da2 all abl com pe
1g ynd ynd ta tapap tapapt tapapngama yndba yndma
1ng ynd yndbem tbe tbepap tbepapt tbepapngama yndba yndma
2g bm bm be bepap bepapt bepapngama bmba bmma
2ng bm bmbem bbe bbepap bbepapt bbepapngama bmba bmma
3g bä ymam ya yapap yapapt yapapngama ymaba bäma
3ng bä ymam ybe ybepap ybepapt ybepapngama ymabeba bäma

lative, properly contain the dative 2, both in terms of root and affixes. The outliers of
interest are the comitative, which is built on the ergative, and the perlative, apparently
built directly on the absolutive. That the comitative is built on the ergative is shown
by the suppletion in the third person, and also, as Evans notes, by the curious fact
that the singular interrogative pronoun root ebe is in the ergative syncretic with the
third person singular pronoun, and this odd syncretism is inherited by the comitative.
The comitative and the basic oblique thus further illustrate the non-total ordering of
oblique cases, as in (16) and (17). Thus what stands as the potential problem for us is
the third person perlative case, namely the sequence bä – ymam – bäma. The third
person perlative shares a base with the absolutive, not used for the ergative (or any
of the other 9 cases). As Evans notes, the perlative appears to be built directly on the
absolutive. This is surprising from our perspective, since it runs against the view that
all obliques should obey at least the partial ordering in (14), embedding at least the
dependent case. Evans notes that the perlative bears a special relation to the absolu-
tive in another way: a typological oddity of Nen is that the absolutive fails to mark
number distinctions (for pronouns and nouns alike) that are marked in the other cases
(e.g., by non-singular -be- in Table 19) – this number-neutrality, as can be seen in the
final column of Table (19) is inherited by the perlative. We leave the analysis of the
Nen third person perlative unresolved here, although we note that in addition to the
issues above, a further issue that may come into play is the fuzzy boundary between
suffix and postposition.25 Bobaljik (2012) argues that the trigger for suppletion must
be (effectively) within the same morphological word as the target – a suffix should be a
possible trigger for suppletion, but if the perlative could be analysed as a postposition,
selecting a caseless complement, no suppletion would be predicted, or for that matter,
possible.26

25See, for example, Trommer (2008) and Spencer & Stump (2013) for opposing views on the treatment
of oblique case suffixes in Hungarian as case affixes or as phonologically dependent postpositions.

26By contrast, the comitative pattern would not be problematic even if the comitative were to turn
out to be best analysed as a postposition: as long as the comitative selects an ergative complement, it is
the ergative that is triggering the relevant suppletion.
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To summarize this section, we have shown that within the realm of case suppletion
in personal pronouns, we find the expected patterns of AAA, ABB, ABC. As predicted,
we find no ABA patterns within the basic sequences defined by (14), and only spo-
radic and dubious examples with other oblique cases.27 This supports the view that
the grammatical representation of morphological case is based on containment, with
oblique cases (including the dative) obligatorily containing dependent and in turn un-
marked marked cases. Furthermore, the findings support the proposal that suppletion
patterns are sensitive to this internal complexity.

3.6 AAB: suppletion and syncretism

At this point, we turn to the final pattern of case suppletion in our survey, AAB, where
suppletion seems to target the ‘third’ (or further) case in a pronoun’s paradigm, rather
than suppleting immediately from the second case onwards. As noted above, AAB is
not attested with degree suppletion. As Bobaljik discusses, however, the basic theory
of *ABA (the containment hypothesis, in tandem with the elsewhere condition) does
not exclude AAB – Bobaljik (2012) (see also Bobaljik & Sauerland 2018) argued that
it is in principle generable, but that additional factors conspire to keep it from arising
with degree suppletion. In our survey of case suppletion, we do find cases of AAB.28
Before turning to the theoretical interest, a clarification is in order regarding the two
types of patterns that may be described as AAB. Once more, Nakh-Daghestanian lan-
guages provide an array of comparative data, this time from the 2g pronouns, given
in Table 20.

Table 20: Syncretic AAB 2g patterns in Nakh-Daghestanian

ab eg da
Aghul wun wun was {A=A}A
Archi un un wa-s {A=A}B
Hinuq me me ded-ez {A=A}B
Tsez mi mi deb-er {A=A}B

The Aghul, Tsez, Hinuq and Archi pronouns show no distinction between the ab-
solutive and ergative pronouns, but the dative is suppletive relative to these. In our

27Our study encompasses primarily personal pronouns, although other pronoun types (demonstra-
tive, interrogative, etc.) should, all else being equal, show analogous patterns. A potential ABA counter-
example comes from Khakas demonstratives (Brown et al. 2003, Baskakov 1975) called to our attention
by Stanislao Zompì, though as Zompì notes, it is only problematic if one accepts that there a single,
suppletive, demonstrative paradigm, as opposed to two defective series of demonstratives, with over-
lapping, but slightly different, meaning, cf., perhaps, Baskakov (1975, 151).

28AAB is also found in our number survey, and is frequently attested in suppletion for clusivity, see
Moskal (2017).
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view, these are, however, not compelling evidence of an AAB pattern. Instead, these
are examples of case syncretism: in the 2g pronouns in these languages, the contrast
between absolutive and ergative is simply neutralised. These may be modelled, for ex-
ample, via impoverishment, deleting the ergative case feature, so that the unmarked
case exponent (absolutive) is used in the ergative context. On such a view, these pro-
nouns show simply a two-way contrast (unmarked/direct case vs. dative), which is an
AB pattern, and not really a true instance of AAB.

Similar patterns involving syncretism are seen in various Indo-European languages.
For example, we see syncretic AAB in German for the third person non-masculine sin-
gulars, and in the third person plural (Table 21), whilst this pattern is also seen in
Kadugli in Table 22 (Krongo, Reh 1985).

Table 21: {A=A}B in German.

nom acc da
3g.m er ihn ihm
3g.f sie sie ihr
3g.n es es ihm
3pl sie sie ihnen

Table 22: {A=A}B in Kadugli.

bj obj da all loc
1g àʔàŋ àʔàŋ àʔàŋ nkàtí kàtí
2g ùʔùŋ ùʔùŋ ùʔùŋ nkòtú kòtú
1ecl óow óow óow nkòtíg kòtíg

McFadden (2014, 2018) finds additional support for the importance of treating syn-
cretism separately from suppletion in the realm of non-suppletive stem changes for
case in a sample of languages from four families, namely that the only way to pro-
duce a (surface) AAB pattern in the languages in his sample is through syncretism
of AA cases. The stem alternations McFadden discusses consistently distinguish the
unmarked (nominative) from all other cases, with the sole exceptions being instances
where the nominative and accusative are syncretic, seen in Latin in Table 23.

If all AAB patterns were this way (i.e. involving full syncretism of the first two
cases), then one might explore the possibility that suppletion may be triggered by the
mere presence of case, i.e., the first case distinct from the unmarked case suffices to
trigger suppletion. However, if we return to Nakh-Daghestanian second person singulr
pronouns, we see that in Andi, Chamalal, Inxokvari, and Khinalugh, whilst the forms of
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Table 23: Case driven stem alternations, (McFadden 2014, 2018).

nom acc pa/gen ine/da Gloss
Finnish ihmi-nen ihmi-se-n ihmi-s-tä ihmi-se-ssä ‘person’ AAA
Latin it-er it-er itiner-is itiner-ī ‘journey’ {A=A}B
Icelandic mað-ur mann-Ø mann-s mann-i ‘man’ ABB
Tamil maram maratt-ai maratt-Ø maratt-ukku ‘tree’ ABB

the absolutive and ergative cases are very similar, they are not fully syncretic (Table 24,
compare the related languages in Table 20). There is an irregularity in the ergative case
that is not present in the absolutive. If the cases were syncretic, then (by definition)
there should be no difference between the two of them, as there would be no distinct
case feature for the irregular rule to target in order to make them distinct. These are
then clearly AAB cases distinct from the {A=A}B cases, and we cannot maintain a view
whereby suppletion is always triggered by (at least) the first marked case.29

Table 24: AAB without syncretism in Nakh-Daghestanian 2sg pronouns.

ab eg da
Andi mín min du-j AAB
Chamalal mì: mín du-ƚa AAB
Inxokvari mó me dub-ul AAB
Khinalugh vɨ va oX(ɨr) AAB

Another case of AAB without syncretism among the first two cases comes from
Wardaman, Table 25 (Merlan 1994). Here, we can see that the difference between the
first two cases is not reflected by means of an irregularity in the form, but by the
presence of a case suffix in the ergative form that is not present in the absolutive.

Table 25: AAB without syncretism in Wardaman.

ab eg da
3g narnaj narnaj-(j)i gunga
3pl narnaj-bulu narnaj-bulu-yi wurrugu

We must therefore conclude that genuine AAB patterns are attested, and ask why
pronominal suppletion is different in this way from adjectival suppletion. There are

29Nakh-Daghestanian is a rich source for suppletion. In addition to the A(A)B and AAB patterns
discussed, one also finds ABB patterns in among the 2g pronouns, as in Avar: ab: mun, eg: du-la,
da: du-r.
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two possibilities that we see, both relating to how containment is represented. Firstly,
case can be a complex feature bundle on a single head, or, secondly, single features that
are spread over various nodes in the tree. We are unable to adjudicate between them
on the evidence available to us, and so leave them as potential approaches, in the hope
that future research will shed further insight on the issue.

The first possibility, pursued in Smith et al. (2015), is that case categories are in-
deed internally complex, but containment is represented as a complex feature bundle,
and not the hierarchical case containment of (14) or Caha (2009). We could therefore
assume the case features to be represented as follows (the labels for case features, and
the question of whether the unmarked case has any features are not important for the
general point):

(19)
[
nmaked

] [
nmaked
dependen

] nmakeddependen
oblie


Since each case contains (the features o) all the cases to its left on the hierarchy,

the *ABA prediction is maintained. The rules of exponence for the Icelandic 1g in (15)
will have the same effect relative to these representations as they do relative to (14) –
the dependent case (accusative) is contained in the obliques (dative) and therefore an
ABB pattern, not an ABA pattern, will arise. Similarly, the Wardaman AAB pattern
can be readily characterised:30

(20) a. [3,−g]→ wurrugu / _

abeg
da


b. 3→ gunga / _

abeg
da


c.

[
ab
eg

]
→ -yi/-ji

d. ab→ Ø
e. [−g]→ -bulu
f. 3→ narnaj (elsewhere)

Representing complex cases as involving featural, but not structural, complexity
would allow the difference between adjectival suppletion (AAB unattested) and case

30(20) represents one possible way of expressing the interaction of number and case in Wardaman,
where the non-singular marker -bulu is absent in the plural dative. As in any non-transparent contain-
ment structure, an additional mechanism is needed to ensure that the eragtive exponent -yi/-ji is not
overtly expressed in the dative. Theories invoking containment have ready means to express this.
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suppletion (AAB attested) to be treated as a difference in locality, following the logic
set out in (Bobaljik 2012, 158-163). Bobaljik notes that both of the structures in (21)
will exclude the *ABA pattern, but that at the same time, if there is a condition of
structural adjacency on suppletion (such that the trigger for suppletion must be on the
node adjacent to the root), then root allomorphy conditioned by F1 will be possible
in (21a) but not in (21b). In the latter, the more marked feature (F1) is not sufficiently
local to the root to govern suppletion, since it is not adjacent.

(21) a. b.
x [

F1
F2

]
y

√
oo

x

F1y

F2z

√
oo

While this may seem to be a simple approach to the difference between case and
degree morphology, it relies on the assumption that structural adjacency is a condition
on suppletion. There is however emerging evidence, to which we now turn, that such
a condition is too strict, and that there are some structures like (21b) in which F1 may
condition root allomorphy (Merchant 2015, Moskal & Smith 2016).

3.7 Adjacency as a restrictor on allomorphy?

Of particular relevance to the present issue are the third person pronominal paradigms
in Khakas and Tamil, and interrogative pronouns in Rutul. In Khakas (also discussed
in Brown et al. 2003), we see that the pronouns are suppletive in the singular: the base
changes from ol- in the nominative case to an- in other cases. However, in the plural
forms, the base is uniformly ol-.

Table 26: Blocking of case suppletion in Khakas (Baskakov 1975, 146)

g pl
nom ol olar
acc anɨ olarnɨ
da aɣaa olarɣa
loc anda olarda
la anɨŋzar olarzar
abl annaŋ olardaŋ / olarnaŋ
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It seems reasonable to posit that the suppletive root is blocked from arising in
the plural forms because the plural suffix -lar linearly (and structurally) intervenes
between the base and the case suffix, as in (22).31 An approach that assumes that
allomorphic relations can only be established between elements that are hierarchically
adjacent (or linearly adjacent, see Embick 2010) can easily capture this blocking.

(22)

cae

nmbe

oo

However, consider further the first and second person pronouns in Tamil in Table
27.32 Here we see suppletion for case across the plural morpheme ga(ḷ). In the plural
form, the dative case morpheme -ukku lies outside the number morpheme, and hence
is neither linearly nor structurally adjacent to the root. The fact that there is still sup-
pletion in this configuration shows that adjacency cannot be a universal restrictor on
allomorphy.33

Table 27: Suppletion across a number head in Tamil (Asher 1982, 118)

1pe g pl 2pe g pl
nom naan naan-ga(ḷ) nom nii niin-ga(ḷ)
gen/obl en en-ga(ḷ) gen/obl on on-ga(ḷ)
da en-akku en-gaḷ-ukku da on-akku on-gaḷ-ukku

31This is consistent with Greenberg’s Universal 39: “Where morphemes of both number and case are
present and both follow or both precede the noun base, the expression of number almost always comes
between the noun base and the expression of case.”

32The relevance of these forms was originally pointed out by an anonymous reviewer of Bobaljik
(2012). Andrea Calabrese, in work in progress, offers an alternative characterization in which on-, re-
spectively, en- are the underlying forms of the pronominal bases and in which no suppletion is involved.
Rather, the nominative forms involve an augmentation of the base (compare our treatment of Archi,
above), mirroring in some ways the historical development of the irregular nominatives for the first
person, at least (Andronov 2003, 156-163).

33Not all cases are shown here. The genitive/oblique is zero-marked, and thus may give the impres-
sion that the dative (and other postpositional cases such as the locative, not shown) are built from the
genitive/oblique. We take no stand on whether the dative is built from the genitive (since we have re-
mained agnostic about the position of genitive in a case hierarchy) or whether all the obliques abstractly
contain the accusative, with a zero marker in the genitive making it look “smaller”. Our discussion here
focuses on the relation between case and number.
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Another, more minimal, contrast possibly making the same point comes from Chu-
vash (Turkic, Table 28) and Evenki (Tungusic, Table 29). In Chuvash, we can isolate
first person p- corresponding to second person s-. In the singular, the first person p-
alternates withm- in all the non-nominative cases. But in the plural, where the person
formative is followed by the (local person) plural marker -ir-, suppletion for case does
not obtain and p- is retained throughout.

Table 28: Chuvash local pronouns (Clark 1998)

nom acc/da in abl
1g epĕ mana man-ta man-ta-n
2g esĕ sana san-ta san-ta-n
1pl epir pire pir-te pir-te-n
2pl esir sire sir-te sir-te-n

In Evenki, we can similarly isolate first person b-, alternating (as in Chuvash) with
m- in the non-nominatives, and corresponding to second person s-. But unlike Chu-
vash, Evenki shows this suppletion in both the singular, and the plural.34

Table 29: Evenki local pronouns (Nedjalkov 1997)

nom acc da abl
1g bi mine min-du min-du-k
2g si sine sin-du sin-du-k
1pl bu mune mun-du mun-du-k
2pl su sune sun-du sun-du-k

A more convincing minimal pair showing the variation in whether overt number
marking is an intervener is provided by Erschler (2017) in his discussion on wh-words
in Northeast Caucasian languages: in a single language, Rutul (Ibragimov 1978) (as
cited in Erschler 2017), ‘what’ displays a blocking effect of an overt (plural) morpheme
(Table 30, left), whilst ‘who’ shows suppletion across the same overt (plural) morpheme
(Table 30, right).

34Our conclusions from the Chuvash versus Evenki contrast are tentative, not least because (i) the
alternation p/b∼m could be morphophonological, rather than suppletive, and (ii) whether the plural
u intervenes between the root and the case marker in Evenki depends on how one segments the plu-
ral pronominal base. If the pronouns are segmented as b-i, m-i-ne, s-u, s-i-ne etc, recognising distinct
person and number morphemes, then the b-∼m- alternation has a non-adjacent trigger (case). Alterna-
tively, one could posit an ablaut rule, changing i to u without decomposing the pronominal bases into
person and number, which would leave the case-driven alternation as applying to structurally adjacent
morphemes.
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Table 30: Suppletion in Rutul wh-words (Erschler 2017).

‘what’ g pl ‘who’ g pl
nom šiv šiv-dəbər nom vuš vušer
eg hid-iræ šiv-dəbiš-æ eg hal-a hal-dəbiš-æ
gen hid-id šiv-dəbiš-də gen hal-də hal-dəbiš-də

It appears, then, that in order to explain the differing distribution of AAB patterns
in adjectives (unattested) versus pronouns (attested), locality in morphology, like in
syntax, may need to appeal to interveners and thus, perhaps domains, rather than
(structural or linear) adjacency. In principle, a node which occurs between the tar-
get and trigger of suppletion (F2 in (21b)) may or may not be an intervener, blocking
some interaction between F1 and the root. Evidently, the comparative node in (1) in-
tervenes to block suppletion of the adjectival root triggered by the superlative (thereby
excluding AAB patterns), but number in (22) is not always an intervener. There are
various theories of locality and interveners in the current literature. In some theories,
the intervening nodes constitute domain boundaries, perhaps analogous to phases in
syntax. Although we do not aim to adjudicate among competing theories on this point
(see Moskal 2015a for a review), we offer a few relevant observations about how the
data here bears on competing approaches. In the worst case, whether the context for
suppletion requires an adjacent or merely c-commanding trigger could be stated in the
contexts for the individual rules of exponence introducing suppletive allomorphs. The
item-specific variation in Rutul suggests such an approach may be needed.

One approach which may draw the right cut between adjectives (no AAB for com-
parison) and pronouns (AAB for case), at least to a first approximation, is that de-
veloped in Moskal (2015a,b). Moskal argues for a dynamic definition of cyclic heads
(see Bobaljik & Wurmbrand 2005), and parasitic on this, a definition of an accessibility
domain (AD): following Marantz (2000, 2007) and others, she proposes that the func-
tional heads that categorise roots are potentially cyclic, but define a cyclic domain only
if they constitute the highest in a particular sequence of projections. The accessibil-
ity domain for a root consists of the heads that have been merged into the derivation
when the cycle containing that root is fixed – thus, the AD for a root will contain the
first category-defining node above the root, and one node above that (since that node
determines that the potentially cyclic category-defining node is in fact the cyclic node).
This is illustrated for a noun in (23).
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(23)

√
oo n

#
K

AD

Moskal argues that for lexical nouns, this has the effect that case information is too
far away from the root in order to factor into allomorphy. Pronouns on the other hand
are deficient; Moskal argues that they lack category defining nodes, and so there is no
domain created low in the structure that contains just the pronominal base. Thus, case
information is accessible to the root, and suppletion for case is possible in pronouns.

(24)

oo #
K

AD

This same approach, which defines a larger accessibility domain in pronouns than
in nouns, may be brought to bear to exclude AAB patterns in adjectives, if adjectives,
like nouns, have a category defining node (a) between the root and the comparative
affix. Just as K will be too far away from the root to trigger root suppletion in (23),
so will the superlative head be too far away to trigger root suppletion in adjectives,
while AAB patterns in pronouns will be permitted, as there is no internal domain in
pronominals.35

35The apparent ‘blocking’ effect seen in Khakas is not a locality effect under this approach and must
be stated in the vocabulary insertion rules of that language. Moskal & Smith (2016) propose that it is
the non-nominative singular forms that are suppletive, and are picked out by VI-rule in (ia) that makes
reference to both number and case. All other forms (nominative singular and all plural forms) use the
elsewhere form of the base, determined by the elsewhere rule in (ib):

i a. [3] ⇔ an / _ ] g ] K ]
b. [3] ⇔ ol

Alternatively, one may simply state in the rule itself that the Khakas non-nominative form requires
adjacency to K (as in (iia)) as opposed to the Tamil oblique allomorph, which requires only (domain-
local) c-command, but not adjacency (iib). If singular number is pruned or otherwise not present in the
structure at the point of vocabulary insertion, the rules in (ii) will distinguish the two types of system.

ii a. [3] ⇔ an / _ ] K ]
b. [2] ⇔ on / _ ] … ] K

Since the blocking effects are not immediately relevant to our purposes, we refer the reader to Moskal
& Smith (2016) for further discussion.
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Under Moskal’s approach, positing an articulated structure for case (multiple K
heads) would not change the fundamental asymmetry between nouns and pronouns.
All the K heads would be outside the domain of a lexical noun in (23), and unable to
condition root suppletion, while in pronouns, since there is no domain delimiter in
(25), all case information will be accessible to the pronominal base.

(25)

K4

K3

K2

K1

#oo

Wemay thenmaintain the structural containment view of case, roughly in linewith
Caha (2009) (although as noted above, without a commitment to a unique total order
among the obliques). This also obviates problems when there is overt containment
of cases, as well as keeping a strict parallel between case and adjectival suppletion.36
If adjacency is not a universal condition on suppletion, then it becomes possible to
maintain the structural representation of containment in (14). Case and degree may
have analogous structural representations, but the difference would then have to lie in
whether or not there is a locality domain.

In sum, the fact that genuine AAB patterns are found for case is not surprising,
given the different options for capturing them that we have outlined in this section,
particularly the relative lack of structure found in functional items like pronouns when
compared to lexical items like adjectives. One possibility is that containment of case
can be represented as involving complex features on a single node, however this means
giving up on the strict parallel between case and degree suppletion. Such a strict par-
allel can be maintained by representing case containment over distinct K projections,
coupled with an independently necessary relaxation of adjacency requirements in al-
lomorphic relations. Crucially however, the logic of containment coupled with the
Elsewhere Condition continues to rule out ABA patterns.

36 It should be noted that adopting this view of case containment may yet turn out to be inconsistent
with the view of locality advocated for in Moskal (2015a). There, she argues that a small number of
instances of case suppletion in lexical nouns results from the absence of a number node, which brings
case into the Accessibility Domain of the root. However, adopting the structural containment of case
means that in the ‘one-node-above-cyclic-nodes’ approach that Moskal gives, case suppletion in lexical
nouns is unable to be stated, since the only node able to be targeted would be K1, and hence there
would be no way to distinguish K1 from K2. A similar set of questions is raised if NumberP is split, as
we suggest below, or if there are other functional elements in the nominal spine.
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3.8 Summary

In this section we have seen evidence for two major claims. Firstly, the patterns from
suppletion lend support to the proposal made in various places that morphological
case is complex, with more complex cases containing their less complex counterparts.
Thus, at least to a first approximation, our findings are mostly in accordance with
the proposals like those of Caha (2009) in which the (or a) case hierarchy is formally
represented in the grammar such that oblique cases are built on the dependent case,
which in turn contains the unmarked case. However, we have left open the precise
nature of that representation, in particular, whether it involves structural or featural
containment. The second finding of our study is that it appears as though we can
generalise the model in Bobaljik (2012) for capturing possible suppletion patterns to
an independent empirical domain.

4 Number driven suppletion in personal pronouns
With the facts from case in mind, we now turn our attention to number. Given that we
are looking to see whether suppletion can ever revert to a default form as the category
becomes more complex, simply looking at the familiar cases of singular-plural number
suppletion like person ∼ people will not suffice. Therefore, we must look at languages
which have at least a three-way number distinction, for instance languages which have
a dual in addition to singular and plural.

4.1 Complex number

As with case, we take statements of typological markedness as our starting point. For
number, the relevant observation is the following:

(26) No language has a dual unless it has a plural. (from Universal 34, Greenberg
1963, Corbett 2000)

Postponing for the moment a more refined understanding of the categories in-
volved, we might assume, as we did for case, that the markedness hierarchy is reflected
as structural containment, as in (27):

(27)

dal

plal

ingla
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Similarly, when looking for direct evidence of containment in the overt morphol-
ogy, we find examples that are straightforwardly consistent with (27), i.e., in which
the form for the dual transparently contains the form for the plural.37 This is seen in
the Manam demonstrative (Lichtenberk 1983), where we can see the plural morpheme
-di is also contained in the dual form, which is formed from the plural form with the
addition of a linker morpheme and the dual suffix -ru.

(28) a. áine ŋára b. áine ŋára-di c. áine ŋara-dí-a-ru
woman that-g woman that-pl woman that-pllinkedl
‘that woman’ ‘those women’ ‘those two women’

Furthermore, looking at systems that are three-way contrastive for number, other
than for ingla – plal – dal, we again find containment patterns. For instance,
Warrwa has a minimal – agmened – ni agmened system (McGregor 1994, 20),
and here we see that the unit augmented form is built on the (suppletive) augmented
form, as in Table 31.38 This system differs from the ingla – plal – dal system
in that minimum means the ‘the logical minimum’, augmented ‘more than the logical
minimum’ and unit augmented ‘the logical minumum plus one’; see our discussion of
Ilocano below, and Corbett (2000, 166-169).

Table 31: Pronominals in Warrwa

Minimal Agmened UniAgmened
1ecl ngayu yaarra, yarrin yaarra-wili, yarrin-bili
1incl yawu yadirr, yarru
2 juwa kurra kurra-wili, kurrawa-wili
3 kinya yirra yirra-wili

As before, the structure in (27) leads us to expect that ABB patterns should be
possible, but ABA should be unattested. Whether ABC and AAB patterns should exist
depends on the additional questions of locality, and whether number containment is
represented as structural containment, as in (27), or featural containment, as in (21),
topics we return to as we refine the discussion below.

4.2 Number suppletion

For pronominal number suppletion we looked at an initial sample of 80 languages,
which was supplemented with information from the extensive Free Personal Pronoun

37In fact the opposite is also attested, with the plural apparently containing the dual. For expository
reasons, we hold that in abeyance for the moment, returning to such evidence in section 4.3.

38According to McGregor, the inclusive does not have a specific unit-augmented form.
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System database compiled by Norval Smith (Smith 2011). We also utilised the supple-
tion database at the Surrey Morphology Group (Brown et al. 2003). Table 32 summa-
rizes our results, where in the triplet XYZ, X = singular/minimal, Y = plural/augmented,
and Z = dual/unit-augmented.

Table 32: Number suppletion: Summary

Pattern Prediction n attested Representative languages
AAA 4 numerous Mapuche, Dumi
ABB 4 48 Kayardild, Kham
ABC 4 19 Savosavo, Pitta-Pitta
AAB ? 3 Wambaya, Yagua
ABA 7 (1) Yagua?

The first thing of note about the attested patterns is that all the attested patterns,
and crucially also the unattested patterns, are in accordancewith Bobaljik’s findings re-
garding degree suppletion. That is, we find examples where the base remains constant
(AAA), cases where the base suppletes once, but the dual and plural share a common
base (ABB), and further cases where the base suppletes twice and the singular, plu-
ral and dual all have different bases (ABC).39 We also find examples of ABB patterns.
What we do not find in our sample are any clear instances of ABA suppletion. Like the
Archi 2pl in the case section, there are some examples of ABA-like patterns worthy of
deeper discussion, most notably the Yagua third person, but as we discuss below, we
find them to be far from clear-cut.

As with the case dataset, we find some paradigms that are hard to classify, but for
which ABA is thankfully not among the plausible options. An example is given in
Awtuw, in Table 33.

Table 33: Awtuw pronouns (Smith 2011)

g pl dl
1 wan nom nan ABB
2 yen om an ¬ABA
3m rey rom ræw AAA
3f tey rom =3mpl ræw =3md SYN:ABB

TheAwtuw second person looks on its own like a candidate for an ABC pattern, but
looking at the system as a whole, and the first person in particular, it is clear that om is

39See Daniel (2005) for an overview of plural marking in independent pronouns. In Daniel’s survey of
261 languages, almost 3/4 show suppletion for number, either with (69) or without (114) an independent
plural affix. Daniel does not include duals, and so is not informative for the current study.
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the (historically expected, Palmer 2016, 272-3) plural marker, while both om and an are
shared with the first person. One could treat om and an as just number markers, posit-
ing a second person non-singular Ø base corresponding to first person n- (compare the
discussion of Polish clitics above), and thus an ABB pattern. We have remained agnos-
tic, indicating Awtuw second person as ¬ABA (“Not ABA”) in our dataset (online).

The Awtuw third persons illustrate another common occurrence: there is a gen-
der contrast in the singular only: all non-singulars use the masculine gender marker r-.
While the masculine dual and plural are thereby used as the non-singulars correspond-
ing to the feminine singular, we do not treat these as suppletion for the feminine. We
indicate these in the online appendix, as here, as “SYN:ABB”, that is, an apparent ABB
pattern, but one that arises via syncretism (neutralisation) rather than as suppletion.
Such syncretic patterns are not counted in our pattern tallies.

Another set of issues that is specific to number suppletion is how to deal with clu-
sivity. Two points are worthy of note. The first is illustrated by Djamindjung in Table
34. Djamindjung, like many languages, draws an inclusive/exclusive distinction in the
first person, but only in the non-singular numbers. For languages with such patterns,
we have taken the 1g to count as the corresponding singular for both the inclusive
and exclusive series. For Djamindjung, both the inclusive and exclusive are suppletive
relative to the singular, yielding an ABB and an ABC pattern, respectively. In other
languages, one or both of the non-singular series may share a root formative with
the first person singular. For a more detailed study of suppletive patterns in clusivity
contrasts, see Moskal (2014, 2017).

Table 34: Clusivity in Djamindjung (Smith 2011)

g pl dl
1ecl ŋayug yirri yirrinji ABB
1incl yurri mindi ABC
2 nami gurri gurrinji ABB
3 dji burri burrinji ABB

The second remark concerns minimal-augmented number systems. The distinc-
tion is primarily relevant only for the first person inclusive pronouns (see Corbett
2000, 166-169). While a singular inclusive is a contradiction, a minimal inclusive, like
Warrwa yawu in Table 31, denotes the (unique) speaker and one (unique) hearer, the
logical minimum number of referents that can include both speaker and hearer. Such
pronouns are often described as “first person inclusive dual” pronouns. For languages
that have no other instantiations of a dual number, this gives the appearance of a
three-way number contrast in the first person only. On the other hand, a minimal-
augmented analysis of the same facts treats such a system as having only a two-way
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number contrast throughout the language. The two analyses of Ilocano, from an early
discussion of these issues (Thomas 1955), are given in Tables 35 and 36.

Table 35: Ilocano as a language
with dual

g dl pl
1ecl co ta mi
1incl tayo
2 mo – yo
3 na – da

Table 36: Ilocano with a Minimal-
Augmented analysis

min ag
1ecl co mi
1incl ta tayo
2 mo yo
3 na da

On the analysis in Table 35, Ilocano would end up having an ABB pattern, if ta is
the dual of first person co, but on the analysis in Table 36, there is only a two way
number contrast, and the language is not relevant to our central prediction. We have
treated all languages in our sample which, like Ilocano, have a dual number uniquely
in the first person as amenable to a Minimal-Augmented analysis, and excluded them
from our counts.

The absence of ABA patterns points, as above, to the conclusion that the distri-
bution of suppletion is not random, but follows consistent patterns across languages
and domains. The absence of ABA patterns in particular reinforces our contention
that features are hierarchically structured, even within small functional categories like
pronouns. Before turning to some complications, we present a quick overview of our
empirical findings.

4.2.1 AAA, ABB, etc

There is, of course, no requirement that pronouns show suppletion for number, thus
AAA patterns are well attested. Mapuche (Smeets 2008) and Northern Qiang (LaPolla
& Huang 2003, 50-54) serve to illustrate:40

Table 37: AAA in Mapuche
(Smeets 2008)

g pl dl
1 iñché iñchiñ iñchiu
2 eymi eymün eymu
3 fey feyengün feyengu

Table 38: AAB andAAA in (North-
ern) Qiang (Smith 2011)

g pl dl
1 qa tɕile tɕizzi
2 ʔũ ʔile ʔizzi
3 the: themle thizzi

40We also note that Mapuche builds the plural from the dual, not vice versa.
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In Qiang, we take the first person to show anABB pattern, assuming that no phono-
logical process relates qa to tɕi, but we see consistent formatives across number, thus
AAA patterns, for the second (ʔũ/i-) and third (the/i-) persons, modulo the vowel alter-
nations.41

Where suppletion is attested, by far the most common pattern is ABB, where the
plural form and the dual form share a suppletive base that is different from the base
of the singular. We illustrate with examples from Kayardild (Evans 1995), and Kham
(Watters 2002), in Table 39 and Table 40, respectively. In both Kham and Kayardild,
we can see that both the dual and the plural forms are suppletive with respect to the
corresponding singular forms of the pronouns. In Kayardild, both appear to decom-
pose straightforwardly into a non-singular person formative: second person ki-, third
person bi-, and an element that reflects number. ABB is also seen in Gothic second
person pronouns (Smith 2011), which we illustrate in Table 41.

Table 39: ABB in Kayardild (Evans
1995)

g pl dl
2 nyinka kilda kirra
3 niya bilda birra

Table 40: ABB in Kham (Watters
2002, 160)

g pl dl
1 ŋa: ge: gin
2 n: je: jin

Table 41: ABB in Gothic (Smith 2011)

g pl dl
2 þu, þuk jus, izwis jut, igqis

Turning to ABC patterns, there are various candidates found in our sample. Firstly,
in Kham, while the personal pronouns provide ABB patterns as just noted, the reflexive
pronouns (and possessive prefixes) constitute ABC patterns as in Table 42.42 Next, in
Jehai (Austro-Asiatic) second and third person pronouns show an ABC pattern:43

ABC patterns are seen in the second and third masculine pronouns in Savosavo
(Table 44) and in Bukiyip second person (Table 45).

Finally, AAB patterns were attested in our survey, though they were rarer than the
other patterns. Overall, we identified three candidates for AAB patterns, which are
listed in Table 46.44

41Third person the is also a demonstrative, but has a different plural and dual as demonstrative than
as pronoun.

42Thanks to Kenyon Branan for pointing these out to us.
43The neutralization of a 2 vs. 3 person contrast in the plural suggests that only one of these is
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Table 42: ABC in Kham reflexive pronouns
(Watters 2002, 162-3)

g pl dl
3 efl ol ya: ni:
3 po o-/u- ya- ni-

Table 43: ABC in Jehai (Smith
2011)

g pl dl
2 miʔ, mɔʔ, paj gin jɨh
3 ʔoʔ gin wih

Table 44: Savosavo (Smith 2011)

g pl dl
2 no me pe
3m lo ze(po) to

Table 45: Bukiyip (Smith 2011)

g pl dl
2 nyak ipak bwiepú

As in the discussion of case, the existence of AAB patterns bears on the question
of locality for suppletion with respect to the representation of containment. We will
revise our assumptions about (27) below and return to AAB patterns at that time.

In our survey of patterns of pronominal suppletion for number, AAA, ABB, ABC
and AAB were the only patterns we found. We did not find any clear ABA patterns,
confirming the basic prediction of a structural approach to suppletion. For the sake
of completeness, we note that in our survey there were a few examples that could be
classified as ABA at first blush, though we suggest that these are best analysed in other
ways. We turn to these now.

In Biri (Table 47, Pama-Nyungan Terrill 1998, Smith 2011) there is a hint of an ABA
pattern in the second person if the relevant formative is yi-, yu-, yi-.

But there are two alternatives. On the one hand, since the paradigm as a whole
is irregular, one could treat each form as memorised whole, thus as ABC patterns for
both first and second person.45 But this seems to us to miss the obvious generalisation
that initial y- (or perhaps yu- with a rule changing the vowel) is common to all and
only the second person pronouns, just as d- is in German.46 Likewise, all and only the
first person forms begin with ŋa. Recongizing a consistent formative for both the first

properly considered an ABC pattern.
44Sources: Wambaya (Nordlinger 1998), Yagua, (Payne & Payne 1990), Dehu (Smith 2011). Smith

draws on an old source, and may give an incomplete paradigm. The description in Lenormand (1999, 24-
27) decomposes the pronouns into an honorific prefix, a person root, and a number suffix, and presents
a more regular picture, with ABB in the first person, but regular AAA person formatives in the second
and third persons.

45There is no dual in third person.
46See Terrill (1998, 23-25) for further discussion of the Biri forms. Terrill suggests an etymology for

dual yibala that involves “the /u/ being fronted to /i/ after the /y/” (p.25). She suggests also that the
alternative second person plural yubala is a recent addition to the language. Note that -bala is not a
regular number affix in the language.
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Table 46: AAB patterns for number
g pl dl

Wambaya 1incl ngawu(rniji) ngurruwani mrindiyani
Yagua 2 jiy jiryéy sááda
Dehu 3m angeice angate nyido

Table 47: The pronominals of Biri (Terrill 1998, Smith 2011)
g pl dl

1 ŋaya ŋana ŋali
2 yinda yura/yubala yibala
3 nhula dhana –

and second persons, we therefore treat Biri as having AAA patterns.
A second tricky data point, and potential candidate for an ABA pattern comes from

Yagua (Payne & Payne 1990), with the paradigm given in Table 48. The third person is
of interest this time. In the Yagua third person, we find an initial n- in the singular and
dual, missing in the plural. Comparison of the second and third person duals suggest
that the n- in the dual is indeed a third person formative. But Yagua differs from Biri in
a potentially important way. In Biri, it was possible to identify a formative that occurs
in all and only the second person forms, which we take to be strong evidence which the
child is attuned to. In Yagua, however, the n-meets neither criterion: it does not occur
in all the third person forms, nor is an initial n- limited to third person forms, since it
occurs also in 1ecl.pl and 1ecl.dl. We note that it is possible that it is, ultimately, a
challenge for our analysis, but it is by no means a robust counter-example.

Table 48: Potential ABA in Yagua (Payne & Payne 1990)
g pl dl

1ecl raay núúy nááy
1incl ray ruuy ruuy
2 jiy jiryéy sááda
3 níí riy naada

The final potentially challenging pattern comes from two related languages, Nya-
mal and Wajarri, and so we treat this as one data point, presuming the forms are cog-
nate. We illustrate with Wajarri. The Wajarri pronoun data are given in Table 49, with
the pronouns of interest coming from the third person.47

It seems as though the third person plural form is suppletive relative to the dual and
singular forms. However, it is not clear that it is accurate to consider the third person

47We will assume that the explanation give for Wajarri is the same for Nyamal.
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Table 49: Wajarri (Smith 2011)

g pl dl
1ecl ngatja nganju nganju
1incl – ngantju ngalltja
2 njinta njurra njupali
3 palu(-tja) tjana pula(-tja)

forms as constituting a single pronominal paradigm. Dixon (1989, 357) notes that “it is
not uncommon for Australian languages to have forms that can be recognised as 3dl
and 3pl pronouns, but nothing that could properly be called 3g”. Instead, this function
is often taken up by demonstratives. In Wajarri, it seems plausible to treat the 3rd per-
son non-plural forms as being a part of the demonstrative paradigm. Douglas (1981,
223) notes that the non-plural forms, but not the plural, show a demonstrative-like
alternation: the forms palu and pula “refer to 3rd person singular and dual (respec-
tively) within the local group. To refer to a third person (singular) outside the group
palutja is used. To refer to third person dual outside the group pulatja is used.” In
addition, the [pVlV] series includes the positional pronoun pala, for which Douglas
(1981) gives the gloss ‘that mid-distant person or thing.’ That the non-plural forms are
subject to changes in location of the referent, but the plural form is not, suggests that
the non-plural forms are part of the demonstrative paradigm and that it is inaccurate
to represent all three numbers as (suppletive) forms of a single pronoun.

In sum, while acknowledging the patterns just described, we maintain that it is
nevertheless true, for number, that we find extremely clear-cut examples of ABB, ABC
and AAB patterns, alongside AAA.We do not find any unambiguously robust evidence
of ABA patterns.

4.3 Number: beyond the basics

The data from pronouns as presented are clearly consistent with an analysis where the
representation of the dual contains that of the plural, as we discussed above in (27),
repeated below:

(29)

dal

plal

oo
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At this point, three related issues arise. First, our labels plal and dal do not
do justice to the significant literature on the semantics of number, and our proposed
structure should receive further scrutiny from that perspective. Second, although we
provided the Manam example in (28) as transparent support of (27), we noted there
that the opposite pattern is also attested (footnote 37). Third, and most pressingly, in
the course of our investigation of pronouns, we found sporadic examples of suppletion
for number in lexical nouns which appear to show the opposite pattern with plural the
odd one out, and dual and singular sharing a stem.48 The four examples we have found
are given below. According to (27), this would constitute an ABA pattern.49

Table 50: Number suppletion in lexical nouns

Language  dl pl Gloss
Hopi wùuti wùutit momoyam ‘woman’
Lavukaleve vo’vou vo’voul tulav ‘boy’
Slovenian člóvek člóvek-a ljudj-e ‘person’
Yimas panmal panmalc-rm pay-um ‘man’

We suggest that the three issues just raised are interrelated, and that a more so-
phisticated representation of number than that in (27) allows sufficient flexibility to
describe the attested patterns, while still providing the means to exclude the unattested
patterns under the general containment logic that unifies the various domains we have
investigated. We approach the argument in steps, noting that there are various ways
to cash out the ideas presented here, and we present only one as a demonstration that
it is possible to do so.

4.3.1 Representing number

We start our reevaluation of (27) with the observation put aside above (footnote 37)
that, in the realm of overt containment relations, sometimes the dual contains the plu-
ral, but sometimes the plural contains the dual (Corbett 2000, Harbour 2014). Harbour
(2014) for example provides striking minimal contrasts from related languages (some
of which have more than a three-way number distinction). Sursurunga and Mokilese
emphatic pronouns both show a range of number contrasts, but they differ regarding
which of the non-singulars has no overt exponent; in Sursurunga (Table 51), the plural
serves as the base for the other non-singulars (like Manam), but in Mokilese, it is the

48Suppletion for number also occurs with verbs (Veselinova 2006, Bobaljik & Harley 2017) and adjec-
tives (Harbour 2008 on Kiowa), which are beyond the scope of our inquiries.

49The reason for why the order of the columns has been switched to ingla – dal – plal will
become apparent shortly.
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dual that serves this function (Table 52).50 The pattern of apparently forming plurals
from duals is also found outside of Austronesian, for example in the Pama-Nyungan
language Panytyima, where the plural form appears to come from the dual, with the
addition of -kuru (Table 53).

Table 51: Sursurunga: plural in
dual (Harbour 2014)

g pl dl pcl
1ecl iau gim gi-ur gim-tul
1incl git git-ar git-tul
2 iáu gam ga-ur gam-tul
3 -i/on/ái di di-ar di-tul

Table 52: Mokilese: dual in plural
(Harbour 2014)

g dl pl
1ecl ngoah kama kama-i
1incl kisa kisa-i
2 koah kamwa kamwa-i
3 ih ara/ira ara-i/ira-i

Table 53: Panytyima: dual in plural (Smith 2011)

g dl pl
1ecl ŋatha ŋaliya ŋaliyakuru
1incl ŋatha ŋali ŋalikuru
2 njinta nhupalu nhupalukuru

This observation is relevant, since our theoretical apparatus provides only contin-
gent predictions: the containment structure provides the order of columns, relative to
which we predict *ABA. If the containment pattern is ingla – plal – dal, as
we have been assuming, then the plural should not supplete alone, but if ingla –
dal – plal is a possible containment pattern, as affix order in Mokilese and Pany-
tyima seem to suggest, then *ABA relative to that structure would exclude suppletion
of the dual alone; suppletion of the plural alone would be, relative to that structure, an
AAB pattern, and hence admissable.

We will revise this presently, but holding the broader implications of flexible order-
ing in abeyance for the moment, the problematic patterns in Table 50 would be corre-
spondingly unproblematic if these languages have the Mokilese-like containment pat-
tern. The available evidence is consistentwith this view. Hopi, and perhaps Lavukaleve,
have nominal affix orders in which the plural appears to be derived from the dual (and
Slovenian and Yimas do not provide contradictory evidence).

In some Hopi nominals, the dual and plural are formed by suffixes, -t and -m. One
class of nominals (including some deadjectival forms) mark the dual with one of these

50Examples are presented with Harbour’s segmentation and analysis.
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suffixes, and the plural with the dual form plus reduplication. In these nominals, in-
cluding the forms for ‘donkey’ and ‘child’ in Table 54, the form of the plural apparently
overtly contains the form with the dual suffix, the reverse of Manam.51

Table 54: Dual containment in Hopi

g dl pl
sino sino-t sino-m ‘person’
mooro mooro-t moo-moro-t ‘donkey’
tsay tsaayo-m tsaa-tsayo-m ‘child’

We see this first step in our reevaluation of number as promising. When our sur-
vey is expanded to include nouns, as well as pronouns, we find variation in whether
the dual or plural is singled out in suppletive patterns. This would be problematic if all
languages had the unique structural containment pattern in (27), as implied by Green-
berg’s Universal 34. On the other hand, overt containment patterns among plural and
dual are known to vary independently. Since our theory of suppletive pattern makes
only contingent predictions, relative to a given structure, the observed variation in
structure is expected to correlate with the observed variation in suppletion, and the
evidence is consistent with this.

At the same time, this interim conclusion is unsatisfactory in two ways. First, al-
lowing for variation in (27) seems to be at odds with Greenberg’s Universal 34, which
does not show corresponding variation. Many languages make only a plural versus
non-plural distinction, but no known language marks only a dual versus non-dual dis-
tinction, which would perhaps be expected if containment structures could vary. In
addition, our naive approach to number, using the terms dual, plural, etc. does not
match up as well with established theories of number in natural language. Work that
looks into the representation of number, and how it relates to plural, dual etc., such as

51In Lavukaleve, it appears that there is language-internal variation on this point. In pronouns, de-
scriptively, dual forms are built from plurals. Nouns generally do not show overt containment, however
there are some irregular nouns that in the plural end in lav (our example above is one of these). It is
possible here potentially to decompose the ‘plural’ suffix into l+av. l is a frequent dual marker in the
language, and av is a marker of plurality as well, in some words, which is a variant of a general [Vv]
morpheme for plurality. In this instance, in terms of the analysis of number to be adopted below, it is
possible to view l as the spell-out of [−singular], and av as the spell-out of [+augmented]. Tulav, our
example listed in Table 50, would then have the decomposition as follows:

i. tu√
bo

-l
-[−singular]

-av
-[+augmented]

On this analysis, the plural is built on top of the dual for nouns of this type (at least: the only overt
morphological evidence we have is for a noun vs. pronoun contrast), and the triple would constitute an
AAB pattern, rather than ABA.
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Noyer (1992), Harbour (2008, 2011) has converged on the idea that number is complex:
not made up of privative features that correspond to plural or dual but rather com-
posed of the features [±singular] and [±augmented]. Harbour (2014) in particular
shows that a feature system that is based on [±singular] and [±augmented] gener-
ates only the attested values of number found across natural languages, whereas an
approach such as the one above would overgenerate, being essentially open ended, al-
lowing for distinctions above trial, which are not attested.52 The features [±singular]
and [±augmented] are semantically defined as in (30) (when a feature has a minus
value, the definition is negated).

(30) a. [+singular] = λx[atom(x)]
b. [+augmented] = λP . λx: P(x) . ∃y [P(y) ∧ y ⊏ x]

The semantics of number is not our focus here, so for a more in depth discussion
of these features and how they relate to the wider typology of number, we refer the
reader to the cited works and references therein. It suffices to note that [+singular] has
its intuitive value of a quantity of Xs for which no subpart is an X (true of singulars,
but not true of plurals), whilst [+augmented] is true only when the quantity is more
than the minimum needed to satisfy the denotation of what the feature applies to.53
What is important here is how these features combine to produce the number values
of singular, dual and plural. All three are formed by a combination of these features:54

(31) a. singular = [+singular,−augmented]
b. dual = [−singular,−augmented]
c. plural = [−singular,+augmented]

We suggest that an adaptation of Harbour’s approach to number allows us to cap-
ture, at the same time, the invariance of Greenberg’s Universal 34, and the variation in
affix order and corresponding patterns of suppletion. The first step in this reasoning is
to represent the Noyer-Harbour features as instantiating a containment relation, thus
we state the hypothesis in (32).

(32) Number containment hypothesis:
[±augmented] always contains [±singular].

52This is a simplification of Harbour’s conclusions, which are broader than applying only to languages
which make a distinction between singular, plural and dual.

53An alternative to [±augmented] is its inverse: [±minimal]. Harbour (2014) settles on
[±augmented] since recursion of this feature allows him to capture richer number distinctions including
paucals, see Harbour (2014) for other number systems. Depending on the combination of the features,
we make further predictions about suppletive patterns where the features stand in containment rela-
tions.

54Note that the fourth combination [+singular, +augmented] is semantically incoherent;
[−augmented] is therefore redundant in the context of [+singular].
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There are a number of ways that (32) could be implemented. For example, like
with degree morphology, we could assume that (32) is structural in nature. That is, the
functional head Num is in fact more articulated than is usually assumed, and that each
of the features [±singular] and [±augmented] constitutes a head in its own right, as
in (33):

(33)

[±augmented]

[±singular]

oo

Note that because of the way that Harbour sets up the semantics of the features, [±
singular]must composewith the pronominal root before [±augmented] does (Harbour
2014, 206) – composing [±singular] after [±augmented] would be either vacuous or
uninterpretable.55 More so thanwith case, it is therefore not implausible to think of (33)
as a consequence of the Complexity Condition (Bobaljik 2012, 212) that, by hypothesis,
motivates the containment structure in degree morphology. That is, it could well be the
case that learners are forced to posit a structure like (33) for languages with a singular-
plural(-dual) contrast, as otherwise there would be too much information in a single
head.56

The revised structure in (33) has many of the properties that our naive structure
had. Among other properties, it faithfully encodes the content of Greenberg’s Univer-
sal 34 (26): the contrast between dual and plural ([±augmented]) is a subdivision of
the non-singulars, thus, a language must first divide the space into singular vs. non-
singular in order to make further subdivisions. But does (33) satisfy the containment
hypothesis? The answer is a qualified yes, where the qualifications provide just enough
flexibility to address the issues raised at the top of this section.

55Harbour’s 2008 analysis of adjectival suppletion in Kiowa seemingly requires that [±singular] and
[±augmented] be on the same head, Number0. However, that argument relies on the assumption that
the trigger for suppletionmust be strictly adjacent (structurally and linearly) to the target, an assumption
that we have argued above is unsupportable. Note that having both features on a single head also re-
quires a less transparent mapping from syntax to affix order, when both [±singular] and [±augmented]
have discrete exponents, as in Manam. For whatever it is worth, our proposal will allow a 1:1 mapping
from syntactic heads to overt affixes, respecting some version of the mirror principle (Baker 1985). In
more recent work, Harbour does distribute the features across nodes, for example, in the analysis of
constructed duals in Harbour (2017).

56It should be borne in mind that we are not making the claim that this is the universal structure of
NumP. Harbour (2014) shows that there are languages that do not make use of the feature [±singular],
and only use [±augmented] (languages which only make a minimal-augmented contrast for instance).
Other features, and combinations are attested, see Harbour (2014) for discussion.
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4.3.2 Containment and Markedness

Taking overt encoding of morphemes as our point of departure, recall from above that
Manam was characterised as building the dual from the plural:

(28) a. áine ŋára b. áine ŋára-di c. áine ŋara-dí-a-ru
woman that-g woman that-pl woman that-pllinkedl
‘that woman’ ‘those women’ ‘those two women’

With reference to the structure in (33), we now understand the containment rela-
tion somewhat differently. Manam -di is not the plural affix, but is the exponent of
[−singular] (see also Nevins 2011), a node that is shared by both the plural and the
dual. However, of the two values of [±augmented], only one ([−augmented]) is char-
acterised by an overt exponent, as shown in (34). Indeed, in the representations in
(34), it is not true, strictly speaking, that the representation of the dual contains that
of the plural in Manam. There is a containment relation between the plural and the
dual in the sense that both contain the [−singular] exponent -di, and that the dual
then contains an additional [−augmented] exponent -ru. Crucially, however, under
the analysis in (34) this results from there only being an overt [−augmented] expo-
nent and no [+augmented] exponent, rather than structural containment. To put it
differently, containment here reflects morpho-phonological exponence, rather than
(morpho-)syntactic structure (we return to this point below).

(34) a. Manam plural

[+augmented]

-Ø[−singular]

-dioo

ŋára

b. Manam dual
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[−augmented]

-ru[−singular]

-dioo

ŋára

From this perspective, it should come as no surprise that it is possible to preserve
the same (morpho-)syntactic (and thus semantic) representations of the dual and plural,
but to vary the morpho-phonological relations (overt vs. null) of the exponents of
[±augmented]. A language in which [+augmented], rather than [−augmented] is the
sole overtly signalled exponent of that node would then have an apparent containment
pattern that is the reverse of Manam. Indeed, this is what is found.

On the view we are considering here, the Hopi word for ‘child’ would have the
structure in (35). Abstracting away from the prefixal nature of reduplication (not repre-
sented in the tree), this is precisely analogous toManam (34), except that [+augmented]
is the overtly encoded value for non-singular, rather than [−augmented], which is ∅.

(35)

[+augmented]

ed-[−singular]

-mn

Ø

√
oo

tsay(o)

Under our proposal, we do not need to posit that dual contains plural in some lan-
guages, with the opposite relation in others: the structure underlying these patterns
in our view is always (33), with the cross-linguistic variation lying in which value
of [±augmented] receives an overt exponent. In this way, our interpretation of the
approach to number put forward by Noyer, Harbour and others, by allowing for varia-
tion in overt encoding of the [±augmented] node, provides a succinct characterisation
of this variation, while maintaining as invariant the structural representation which
underlies Greenberg’s Universal 34.
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4.3.3 Suppletion, Markedness and *ABA

The vast majority of suppletive patterns that we have seen for number involve ABB
patterns, which are succinctly described as being conditioned by [−singular], the fea-
ture that is shared by dual and plural. But since we have now rejected adjacency as
a condition on allomorphy, we may describe the suppletion in the root for ‘woman’
in (50) as conditioned by the feature [+augmented], the feature that uniquely char-
acterises plural, correctly capturing the observed pattern. Of course, this raises the
spectre of overgeneration. Why could Hopi not just as easily have had a suppletive
root triggered by [−augmented]?

We posit that the answer to this question lies in what are possible triggers of sup-
pletion. Here we develop the suggestion of Moskal (2014, 2017), who proposes that
there are restrictions concerning markedness on which features can govern supple-
tion. On the basis of a survey into suppletion patterns found in the inclusive/exclusive
distinction in first person pronouns, Moskal concludes that it can be the case that ei-
ther marked features, or both unmarked and marked features can govern suppletion,
but crucially that unmarked features alone are not able to govern suppletion (building
on work by Calabrese 2005, Nevins 2010 in phonology). For the clusivity distinction,
this means that possible suppletive forms are where the inclusive form is suppletive,
compared to the 1g pronoun, as shown by Evenki in Table 55 (for evidence that the
i∼u alternation marks number, see Table 29 above), or both the inclusive and exclusive
pronouns are suppletive, as is seen in Paraguayan Guaraní. Impossible is a language
where the inclusive pronoun is non-suppletive but the exclusive is, which is confirmed
by the sample investigated in Moskal (2017).57

Table 55: Evenki (Nedjalkov 1997)

g pl
1 bi
1ecl bu
1incl mit

Table 56: Paraguayan Guaraní
(Gregores & Suárez 1967)

g pl
1 še
1ecl ore
1incl yane

Here, we propose that markedness correlates with overt encoding. Specifically, if
57Moskal (2017) notes that within the realm of clusivity there is variation as to whether the inclusive

or the exclusive serves as the base for the other. That is, in some languages, the inclusive form seems
to contain the exlusive form, whereas in others, the exclusive form contains the inclusive form. This is
the same situation that we note for the containment of dual and plural above. However, Moskal (2017)
shows that there is this time no evidence that suppletion also varies along these lines. That is, although
containment relations at times suggest the triple ingla—inclie—eclie, suppletion patterns
never follow this triple. This difference to number goes beyond the scope of our paper, and we refer the
reader to Moskal (2017) for further discussion.
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[αag] is the marked value, then (i) [αag] is overtly coded and (ii) [αag] can serve
as a context for suppletion. Additionally, if [−αag] is unmarked, then (i) [−αag]
is phonologically null and (ii) [−αag] cannot serve as a context for suppletion.

In the case of number, we have argued on the basis of the overt morphology, inde-
pendent of suppletion, that languages vary in which value of [±augmented] is overtly
encoded in the context of [−singular]. Marrying markedness and overt encoding
then means that in languages that (descriptively) build duals from plurals (like Manam
and Sursurunga), [−augmented] is marked in the context of [−singular] (cf. Nevins
2011). Conversely, in languages like Mokilese and Panytyima, it is [+augmented] that
is marked, yielding the appearance that plurals are built from duals. Now recall that
Hopi, unlikeManam, shows transparent evidence from overt containmentmorphology
(54) that the plural (not the dual) is the marked value among the non-singulars. From
the corresponding structure in (35), we predict that *ABA should be read against the
sequence ingladalplal. Nothing then excludes the plural from suppleting
on its own, since [+augmented] is then the marked value, and can therefore serve as a
trigger for suppletion. It is the dual that cannot be the odd member of the paradigm.
And this is exactly what we found, not only for Hopi, but for the other three cases of
nominal suppletion for number:58

Table 57: Lexical noun suppletion.

Language g dl pl Gloss
Hopi wùuti wùutit momoyam ‘woman’
Lavukaleve vo’vou vo’voul tulav ‘boy’
Slovenian člóvek člóvek-a ljudj-e ‘person’
Yimas panmal panmalc-rm pay-um ‘man’

The initially problematic cases, then, are in fact consistent with the predictions of
the theoretical approach, given a more refined understanding of the structural rep-
resentation of number. By allowing variation in markedness, we allow concomitant
variation in suppletive patterns. What we continue to exclude is conflicting patterns:
where the suppletive evidence and evidence from overt encoding go in opposite ways.
In addition, on the assumption that the representation of number should be consistent
within a given language, at least within a single domain (such as nouns), we do not
expect variation in suppletive patterns within such a domain.

Having established the relation between markedness and overt encoding leaves us
with one final issue. At this point, we derive *ABA in two different ways: In adjectives

58In the absence of concrete evidence to suggest otherwise, we assume that these show the same
markedness ‘reversal’ that Hopi does. Note that there is suggestive evidence that this is the case in
Lavukaleve, at least for the case that is listed in Table 57, see footnote 51 above.
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and pronominal case it is derived through structural containment, but in pronominal
number it is derived through markedness. In a final step, following the spirit of Cal-
abrese (2005), Nevins (2010) and Moskal (2014) where languages vary parametrically
as to whether all or only marked features are visible, we propose that markedness has
a restrictive effect on Vocabulary Insertion. That is, in some languages Vocabulary
Items only have access to marked features. Without the assumption that only marked
features are visible, the representations we now assume for singular, dual, and plural
are as in (36).59

(36) a. singular

[+g]

oo

b. plural

[+ag]

[g]

oo

c. dual

[ag]

[g]

oo

On this representation, there is no literal containment among the various num-
bers. But if we represent only marked values, then for a language in which ‘dual’ is
marked, the relevant representations are as in (37).60 Proper containment reemerges
and likewise for languages in which plural is marked relative to dual.

(37) a. singular

oo

b. plural

[−g]

oo

c. dual

[−ag]

[−g]

oo

Thus, we arrive at the same type of structural containment relation as in adjectival
patterns and pronominal case, however, in the case of number this structural contain-
ment is derived by a relativisation to marked values.

59We omit the [±augmented] node in the singular, as the value is redundant, but adding it in (36a)
would not affect the point here.

60That [+g] is unmarked, relative to [−g] in the sense used here is well established: if one value
of number is systematically null, with the other value(s) bearing an overt mark, then it is singular
which is systematically null (Corbett 2000). We put aside the interesting question here of the relation
of morphological markedness to semantic markedness (on which see Bobaljik et al. 2011).
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A final case to discuss in this vein is Slovenian, which turns out to be the exception
that proves the rule. Slovenian has been reported to show exactly the kind of con-
flicting patterns of suppletion that we do not expect, with the dual of a single noun
patterning with singular in some cases, and with the plural in others (the following
data are from Priestly 1993 and Corbett 2007):

Table 58: Slovenian lexical nouns.

g dl pl
nominaie človek človeka ljudje
accaie človeka človeka ljudi
geniie človeka ljudi ljudi
daie človeku človekoma ljudem
inmenal človekom človekoma ljudmi
locaie človeku ljudeh ljudeh

Even the Slovenian data however do not show clear evidence for mixed patterns
of suppletion in lexical nouns, once we recognise, as in the discussion of case, the
important distinction between syncretism and shared roots. Across the language as a
whole, the contrast between dual and plural is neutralised in the genitive and locative
cases. These cases show only a singular vs. non-singular contrast — unlike the dual
dative or nominative, there is no distinct dual genitive or locative form which shares
a root with the plural - these cases simply lack a dual number.

In sum, suppletion for number in pronouns follows the expected pattern if the cate-
gory of number is internally complex, and if there are containment relations among the
values. The ABB and ABC patterns are attested, while ABA is not. The core theoretical
prediction is robustly supported. Matters become more complex when we incorporate
variation in morpheme order as indicative of containment relations, and when we look
at suppletion for number in lexical nouns. As it happens, these two sources of appar-
ently challenging variation can be treated in the same way, once we are more careful
with the theory of number and its structural manifestation.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have investigated suppletive patterns in case and number in pronouns,
an area in which sufficient data is available from a large enough sample of languages
to distinguish systematic patterns from accidental gaps. With respect to both case
and number we find robust patterns and systematic gaps, mirroring to a large extent
the findings in Bobaljik (2012) regarding adjectival suppletion. Most importantly, we
find that the ABA pattern of suppletion is unattested in these domains, as it was in
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Bobaljik’s survey of adjectival suppletion. A point of difference between adjectives
and pronouns is the attestation of AAB patterns in the latter, a difference we take to
be informative about the nature of locality between the trigger and target of supple-
tion. By combining case and number, we find reason to challenge previous proposals
that the the trigger must be structurally Bobaljik (2012), Adger et al. (2003) or linearly
Embick (2010) adjacent to the target (cf. Merchant 2015, Moskal & Smith 2016). We
extended Bobaljik’s reasoning about *ABA generalisations to the pronominal domain,
and concluded not only that pronouns have internal structure, as is now often argued,
but also that both case and number are categories with internal structure. The contain-
ment approach to *ABA extends neatly to case on the assumption that oblique cases
contain the dependent case, which in turn contain the unmarked case. The supple-
tion facts and transparent containment patterns track one another as expected. In the
domain of number, we find that some notion of markedness plays a role — acknowl-
edging that there is variation in whether the plural or dual is the marked member of
the non-singular opposition (at least in the sense of bearing an overt mark), the pat-
terns of suppletion can be characterised as following the logic of containment if one
focuses on representations that include only the marked number values.

Perhaps more importantly, our results contribute to a growing body of evidence
that finds limits on cross-linguistic variation in large samples. Even suppletion, that
most unruly of grammatical phenomena, turns out to be rule-governedwhen viewed at
only a slight level of abstraction. We have argued that simple accounts of the observed
limits on variation may be given in structural terms, and in particular, we hope to
have demonstrated here that the key ingredients of these accounts extend beyond the
phenomena for which theywere first posited, providing evidence for general, universal
conditions on grammatical representations.

As somewhat of an epilogue, we return to the observation that throughout this
study, we have assumed that there is a line to be drawn (even if it is not always clear
for the researcher) between suppletion (multiple listed exponents of a morpheme), and
“mere” irregularity of other sorts (a single listed exponent, but subject to surface allo-
morphy via phonological rules). As recognized at various points above, we thus make
recourse to morphophonological rules (i.e., morphologically conditioned, phonologi-
cal rules, such as palatalisation in Polish or diphtongisation in Nepali). Some of our
segmentations involve a residue. For German, we identified a consistent formative d-
marking the second person singular (du, dich, dir, also genitive/possessive dein). This d-
occurs in all and only the second person singular forms among the personal pronouns,
and the remaining strings in the non-nominative forms occur independently (as in first
person singular m-ich, m-ir, m-ein), but the status of the u segment in the nominative
of the second person singular is left open. We have held, thus far largely implicitly,
that the child is sensitive to such regularities, and encodes them in their grammar: that
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d- represents 2g is something we take to be a synchronic fact of German grammar.61
One could imagine approaching this from the opposite perspective: that the child

starts by listing all forms separately (a form of generalised suppletion, as pursued,
e.g., in Siddiqi 2009, Haugen & Siddiqi 2013), and segments forms only when there
is robust evidence to do so.62 Perhaps the d- formative in German was historically
a distinct morpheme, but synchronically, du, dich, and dir are lexically listed as full
forms with no internal decomposition. Viewing the facts from this perspective would
vastly increase the prevalence of suppletion in the world’s pronominal systems, in
particular a significant number of patterns we treat as ABB (German ich, mich, mir)
or AAA (German du, dich, dir) would be characterized as ABC patterns. Whether it
would change our major conclusion remains to be seen, and hinges crucially on what
constitutes “robust” evidence for segmentation, in particular in typically small, closed
systems, such as pronominal inflection. The fact that the analogous debate about the
English past tense (whether the forms ring∼rang are related by an unproductive rule
or simply listed in exactly the same way as go∼went) show no signs of abating after
decades of argument suggests that we will not be able to definitively resolve the issue
here. But as one final point in favour of the pronominal decomposition view (rather
than generalised suppletion), we might suggest that the very robustness of the *ABA
generalization, now established across a range of empirical domains, is a fact in and of
itself in need of an explanation. That German mich and mir share an initial m-, which
the corresponding nominatives lack, is an observation that can be made independently
of whether or not one decomposes these pronouns. But failing to decompose the pro-
nouns treats ich, mich, mir and du, dich, dir equivalently as ABC patterns, and provides
no obvious means to exclude *ABA patterns. By contrast, decomposing the pronouns
(and the categories of case and number), as we have shown, provides an explanation
of the observed facts.

61As a reviewer and others note, one could ask about Germanm-ichwhether an alternative segmenta-
tion should be considered, in light of nominative ich, which would take them- to be an accusative prefix,
unique to the first person singular. While acknowledging that the personal pronoun paradigm is a small,
closed class, and that the child acquiring German might consider various possible segmentations, there
are more parallels speaking in favour of the analysis we have given. Along with the general observation
that German nominal inflection is uniquely suffixing, all of the following pairwise proportional analo-
gies support this analysis, where there is no proportional analogy that can be made in the language
to support a putative m- accusative prefix: mich:dich::mir :dir, mich:mir ::dich:dir, mich:mein::dich:dein,
mich:mein::sich:sein (and so on for inflected forms of the possessive). We assume that some such tallying
goes into the weighting of the likelihood of different competing segmentations.

62We thank Martin Haspelmath, in comments on an earlier draft, for pressing us to be clear about
this important issue.
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A Appendix A: Case
This appendix lists all the languages examined for case suppletion. For each language,
we indicate in the second column (>2K) whether the language has more than two cases
(apart from genitive and vocative). For these languages, we indicate whether we have
identified suppletion for case, and if so in which pronouns. The online appendix pro-
vides the full dataset from all of the languages marked “Y” in the second column, i.e.,
as having enough case distinctions to be relevant to the study at hand.

A.1 Overview

Language >2K Suppletion Source
Abkhaz N Chirikba (2003)
Abui N Kratochvil (2007)
Afrikaans N AB Donaldson (1980)
Ainu N Tamura (2000)
Alamblak Y none Bruce (1984)
Albanian Y ABB: 1sg, 3sg.m; ABC:

3sg.f
Newmark (1982)

Amuesha N Duff-Tripp (1997)
Arabela N Rich (1999)
Araona N Pitman (1980)
Archi Y AAB: 2sg, 1sg, 1plexcl,

1plincl; ?ABA: 2pl63
Kibrik & Kodzasov (1990),
Brown et al. (2003)

Armenian Y ABB: 1sg, 2sg, 2pl Kozintseva (1995)
Awa Pit Y none Curnow (1997)
Basaa N 64 Hyman (2003)
Basque Y ABB: 3sg.prox Saltarelli et al. (1988)
Bawm N Reichle (1981)
Bengali (Chit-
tagong)

Y none Učida (1970)

Bilua N Obata (2003)
Brahui Y ABB: 1sg Andronov (1980)
Burmese Y none Okell (1969)
Burushaski Y ABB: 2sg, 3sg, 3pl65 Berger (1998)
63See section 3.5.
64Some subject pronouns in Basaa are suppletive with respect to the ‘independent’ series, which

occurs in all other positions, but it is not clear that this is a case-driven alternation, and in any event,
Hyman does not provide evidence for a distinction analyzable as more than a two-way distinction in
case.

65But see notes in online appendix.
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Cahuilla N Seiler (1977)
Cavineña Y none Guillaume (2008)
Cyauvava N Key (1967)
Chalcatongo
Mixtec

N Macauley (1996)

Chawchila N Newman (1944)
Chuvash Y ABB: 1sg, 2sg, 3sg, Clark (1998)
Comanche Y none Charney (1993)
Dhaasanach N Tosco (2001)
Daga N Murane (1974)
Dagaare N Bodomo (1997)
Dani (Lower
Grand Valley)

N Bromley (1981)

Danish N AB Allan et al. (1995)
Dumi Y none van Driem (1993)
Dutch N AB co-author’s native knowl-

egde
Dyirbal Y none Dixon (1972)
Dzongkha Y none van Driem (1998)
English N AB co-authors’ native knowl-

edge
Epena Pedee Y none Harms (1994)
Estonian Y none Viitso (1998)
Evenki Y ABB: 1sg, 1pl Nedjalkov (1997)
Faroese Y ABB: 1sg; AB(B): 1pl Thráinsson et al. (2004)
Fijian, Boumaa N Dixon (1988)
Finnish Y none66 Karlsson (1999)
French N AB Ferrar (1972)
Fur Y none Beaton (1968)
Garawa Y ABB: 1sg, 1du.incl, 3sg Furby & Furby (1977)
Garo Y none Burling (1961)
Gashowu N Newman (1944)
Georgian Y ABB: 1sg, 3sg, 3pl Hewitt (1995)
German Y ABB: 1sg, 3sg.m, 3pl;

AB(B): 1pl, 2pl,
co-authors’ knowledge

Gimira Y none Breeze (1990)
Gooniyandi Y AAB: 1sg, 3sg McGregor (1990)
Greek (Modern) N AB Holton et al. (1997)

66A possible ABB paradigm in the singular, animate interrogative pronoun ‘who.’
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Greenlandic
(West)

Y none Fortescue (1984)

Hamtai (Kapau) N Oates & Oates (1968)
Hua Y none Haiman (1980)
Hungarian N67 Kenesei et al. (1998)
Hunzib Y A(A)B: 2sg van den Berg (1995)
Icelandic Y ABB: 1sg; AB(B): 1pl, 2pl Einarsson (1945)
Ika N Frank (1990)
Imonda N Seiler (1985)
Iraqw N Mous (1993), Nordbustad

(1988)
Itelmen Y ABB: 2sg Field notes

(Bobaljik),Volodin (1976)
Japanese Y none Kaiser et al. (2001)
Jingulu Y AAB: 1sg?, 2sg Pensalfini (2003)
Kalispel N Vogt (1940)
Kannada Y none Sridhar (1990)
Kanuri N Cyffer (1998)
Kashmiri Y ABB: 3sg.m.rem AB(B):

1sg
Wali & Koul (1997)

Kayardild Y ABB: 2sg Evans (1995)
Kera N Ebert (1979)
Ket Y none Werner (1997)
Kewa N Franklin (1971)
Khakas Y ABB: 3sg Baskakov (1975), Brown

et al. (2003)
Kham N Watters (2002)
Khanty Y none Nikolaeva (1999)
Khwe (Modern) N Kilian-Hatz (2008)
Kiowa N Watkins (1984)
Klon N Baird (2008)
Koasati N Kimball (1991)
Korean Y none Lee & Ramsey (2000),co-

author’s native knowl-
edge

Koromfe N Rennison (1997)
Koyra Chiini N AB Heath (2008)

67Although more case distinctions are recognised in grammatical descriptions, the pronouns mark
only a two-way distinction in case (other than the genitive) – the remaining cases are formed adding
personal suffixes to postpositions.
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Koyraboro Senni N Heath (1999)
Krongo Y ABB: 1sg, 2sg, 1plincl,

1plexcl, 2pl, 3sg.m
Reh (1985)

Kunama N Bender (1996)
Ladakhi Y none Koshal (1979)
Lango N Noonan (1992)
Latvian Y ABB: 1sg Mathiassen (1996)
Lavukaleve N Terrill (2003)
Lele N Frajzyngier (2001)
Lezgian Y none Haspelmath (1993)
Lithuanian Y ABB: 1sg Mathiassen (1996)
Maba N Trenga (1947)
Malakmalak N Birk (1976)
Malayalam Y ABB: 1sg Asher & Kumari (1997)
Manam N Lichtenberk (1983)
Mangarayi Y AAB: 2sg Merlan (1982)
Maori N Bauer (1993)
Mapuche N Smeets (2008)
Maranungku N Tryon (1970)
Marathi Y none Pandharipande (1997)
Maricopa Y none Gordon (1986)
Martuthunira Y none Dench (1995)
Maybrat N Dol (2007)
Meithei/Manipuri Y none Bhat & Ningomba (1997)
Mian N Fedden (2007)
Mina Y ABB: 1sg,3sg,3pl Frajzyngier et al. (2005)
Misanltla To-
tonac

N

Miwok (S. Sierra) Y none Broadbent (1964)
Mohawk (Akwe-
sasne)

N Bonvillain (1973)

Mongsen Ao N Coupe (2007)
Mongolian
(Khalkha)

Y ABB: 1sg Poppe (1951)

Mordvin (Erzya) Y none Zaicz (1998)
Mosetén N Sakel (2004)
Mundari N Osada (1992)
Murle Y none Arensen (1982)
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Nenets N68 AB Salminen (1998)
Newar (Dolakha) Y none Genetti (2007)
Nez Perce Y none Rude (1985)
Ngiyambaa Y none Donaldson (1980)
Nubian (Don-
golese)

N Armbruster (1960)

Nunggubuyu Y none Heath (1984)
Oromo (Harar) N Owens (1985)
Pashto N AB Penzl (1955)
Paumarí N Chapman & Derbyshire

(1991)
Pendau N Quick (2007)
Pirahã N Everett (1986)
Pitjantjatjara Y none Bowe (1990)
Polish Y ABB: 1sg, 3sg.m, 3sg.f, 1pl,

3pl.m
Brooks (1975)

Pomo, Eastern Y ABB: 1sg, 2sg McLendon (1975)
Pomo, S-E
(Hokan)

Y ABB: 1sg, 2sg Moshinsky (1974)

Puyuma ? none Teng (2008)
Quechua (Im-
babura)

Y none Cole (1982)

Rabha Y none Joseph (2007)
Romani
(Kalderash)

Y ABB: 3sg.m, 3sg.f, 3pl Boretzky (1994)

Russian Y ABB: 1sg, 3sg.m, 3sg.f, 1pl,
3pl

Wade (1992)

Saami (Northern) Y none Nickel (1994)
Semelai N Kruspe (1999)
Serbian/Croatian Y ABB: 1sg, 3sg.m, 3sg.f, 1pl,

3pl.m
Browne & Alt (2004)

Shipibo-Konibo ? none Valenzuela (1997)
Sinaugoro Y none Tauberschmidt (1991)
Sinhala Y none69 Gair & Paolillo (1997)

68Although Nenets has a 7-way case distinction, pronouns only mark a three-way case distinction,
one of which is genitive. All three persons in all numbers appear to undergo suppletion, and would be
counted as ABB patterns if genitive were included in the case hierarchy. As in Hungarian, local case
forms for pronouns are formed with possessive inflections on postpositions.

69Gair & Paolillo (1997, 21) do not give a complete paradigm, but they note that 1g mamə has the
oblique stem maa, but all other personal pronouns inflect regularly.
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Somali N70 Saeed (1999)
Spanish N AB
Suena N Wilson (1974)
Supyire N Carlson (1994)
Tamashek N71 Heath (2005)
Tamil Y ABB: 1sg, 2sg, 1pl.excl, 2pl Asher & Kumari (1997)
Thai N Iwasaki & Ingkaphirom

(2005)
Tiwi N Osborne (1974)
Tlingit N Naish (1979)
Trumai Y none Guirardello (1999)
Tunen N AB Smith (2011), Isaac (2007)
Tunica N Haas (1940)
Turkana N72 Dimmendaal (1982)
Turkish Y none Kornfilt (1997)
Udihe Y ABB: 1sg, 1pl.excl Nikolaeva & Tolskaya

(2001)
Udmurt Y none Winkler (2001)
Ungarinjin Y none Rumsey (1982)
Urarina N Olawsky (2006)
Usan N Reesink (1987)
Vietnamese N Thompson (1987)
Wambaya N AB73 Nordlinger (1998)
Warao (S. Amer) N AB: 1sg Romero-Figueroa (1997)
Wardaman Y AAB: 3sg, 3pl; Merlan (1994)
Wichita N Rood (1976)
Wikchamni N Newman (1944)
Wintu Y none Seiler (1977)
Yagua N Payne & Payne (1990)
Yanyuwa Y AAB: 3sg.m74 Kirton (1996)
Yawelmani
(Yokuts)

N Newman (1944)

70Somali has patterns that may be described as ABB and ABC if clitics are included; see the online
supplemental materials.

71Clitics draw a richer case distinction than independent pronouns, and show ABB patterns.
72Apart from genitive, pronouns inflect for absolutive versus nominative. There is also a locative for

pronouns that is built from the genitive/possessive, which could be analysed as suppletive relative to
the absolutive and nominative forms, yielding AAB patterns, which we have not included.

73Although the pronominal system as a whole draws a three-way case-distinction, no individual pro-
nouns distinguish all three cases

74Yanuwa makes a disctinction between male and masculine.
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Yidiny Y ¬ABA: 1sg Dixon (2010)
Yimas N Foley (1991)
Yukaghir
(Kolyma)

Y none Maslova (2003)

Yup’ik (Central) Y ¬ABA: 1sg Jacobson (1995)
Yurok Y AAB: 3sg Robins (1958)
Zulu N Poulos & Msimang (1998)
!Xóõ N Traill (1994)

A.2 ABB Patterns

The following table lists plausible cognate triples of pronouns showing theABB supple-
tive patterns for case that we have identified. Since absolute numbers are not relevant,
as opposed to the distinction between attested and unattested, we have made a number
of educated guesses about cognates without making a careful study of each language.
Note that only a single illustrative example of each cognate triple is given, with notes
on where other languages have cognate forms given in the final column. For example,
the Icelandic 1g forms ég - mig - mér have cognates across Indo-European (Russian:
ja - menja - mne; Latin ego - mē - mihi, etc. (see Table 10 in main text), but as these
all descend from a common source, only one example is given in the table. Where it
appears to us that a pronominal form may not be cognate with all forms in a related
language (as in the Albanian nominative unë), we have listed such forms as separate
entries.

We have titled the case columns as unmarked (=nominative/absolutive), marked 1
and marked 2. While the general orientation is nominative - accusative - dative or ab-
solutive - ergative - dative, where syncretism would obscure the relevant patterns, we
have made substitutions. For example, in Armenian, pronouns do not show a nomina-
tive vs. accusative distinction, hence the cases here are nominative/accusative - dative
- ablative. Likewise, Albanian first and second person singular pronouns do not distin-
guish accusative and dative, so we have used nominative - accusative/dative - ablative.
As noted in the main text, we have avoided genitive pronouns in this study as we have
been unable to systematically distinguish genitive case from possessive pronouns in
many of our sources.

Language Pronoun Cases Notes
unmarked marked 1 marked 2

Indo-European:
Icelandic 1sg ég mig mér cognates widespread in

Indo-European
Albanian 1sg unë mua meje
Armenian (E) 1sg es inj inj(a)nic
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Armenian (E) 2sg du k’ez k’ez(a)nic
Russian 1pl my nas nam cognates across Slavic
Armenian (E) 2pl duk jez jez(a)nic
Albanian 3sg(m) ai (a)të atij 75

German 3sg(m) er ihn ihm 76

Kashmiri 3sg(m) su təm’ təmis (remote)77
Serbian 3sg(m) on nje-ga nje-mu cognates across

Slavic78
Serbian 3sg() ona nju njoj cognates across Slavic
Serbian 3pl(m) oni njih njima cognates across Slavic
Romani (Kalderaš) 3sg(m) vo(v) les lés-kə 79

Romani (Kalderaš) 3sg() vój la lá-kə
Romani (Kalderaš) 3sg() von le lén-gə
Armenian (E) emph ink’e iren irenic
Dravidian:
Brahui 1sg ī kane kanki
Tamil 1sg naan en en-akku also Malayalam
Tamil 1pl naanga(ḷ) enga(ḷ) engaḷukku 80

Tamil 2sg nii on on-akku
Tamil 2pl niinga(ḷ) onga(ḷ) ongaḷukku
Turkic:
Chuvash 1sg epĕ mana mantan 81

75There is evidently a third person pronominal formative a-, alternating with demonstrative k(ë)-.
While the person formative is thus invariant (AAA), the marking of masculine (contrasting with femi-
nine) shows an ABB patten in the singular (-i, -të, -tij), compared to an AAA pattern in the plural.

76We tentatively treat this as synchronically suppletive, although historically, they may share a stem.
77Note also corresponding feminine forms: sɔ – tami – təmis – etc. Since gender distinctions are lost

in the dative and ablative, the feminine forms have not been counted as distinct from the ABB pattern
in the masculine series.

78Despite the -n- in all three cases, we treat the on∼nj(e)- alternation as suppletive, as the initial n- in
the non-nominatives, which occurs only after prepositions inmost Slavic languages, does not come from
the same source as the -n in the nominative (Hill 1977). This suppletive root is shared by all third person
pronouns, to which morphology indicating number, gender, and case is added. We list the feminine and
plural forms separately below, but as they share a base, they are not truly independent datapoints for
suppletion. See also the discussion of Polish in the main text.

79As in Slavic, the suppletive third person pronominal base is shared across distinct number and
gender forms.

80The first and second person plural pronouns clearly inherit the suppletive pattern from the first and
second person singular, and in this sense are not independent data points. We count them here since,
as discussed in section 3.7, contrasting Tamil to Khakas, suppletive patterns in singular pronouns do
not automatically carry over to the corresponding plurals. Although Malayalam shares the suppletive
pattern in the singular, the corresponding plural in Malayalam is a transparent AAA pattern.

81The Chuvash suppletive pattern, not shared with other Turkic languages, is similar to the pattern:
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Chuvash 2sg esĕ sana satan 82

Khakas 3sg ol anɨ aɣaa 83

Tungusic:
Evenki 1sg bi mine(-ve) min-du 84

Evenki 1pl bu mune-(ve) mun-du 85

Mongolic:
Khalkha 1sg bi namaigi nadada
Finno-Ugric:
Finnish who.sg kuka kene-t ke-tä
Kartvelian:
Georgian 1sg me čem- čem-it 86

Georgian 3sg is/igi ma-n ma-sa (demonstrative)87
Nakh-Dagestanian:
Hunzib 2sg mə dibi du-
Archi 2sg un was wa- 88

Archi 1pl.excl nen �-el la-
Archi 1pl.incl nent’u nen(a)-�-u �-ela-�-u
Archi 3sg.refl inž žu- / že- žu- / že-
Archi who kʷi łł-i łła-s
Chukotko-Kamatkan:
Itelmen 2sg kəzza kn-anke kn-anxʔal
Afro-Asiatic:
Mina 1sg sə kú k(ù)
Mina 3sg Ø/a Ø/u ŋ(ù)
Mina 3pl i tə̀tə́tàŋ ŋtə̀tàŋ/ tə̀tə̀
Kadugli-Krongo:
Kadugli 1sg àʔàŋ nkàtí kàtí 89

b- mVn - mVn- in the Tungusic languages.
82As mentioned in the main text (see also Daniel 2005), the -s- segment in all columns may be treated

as a second person formative, implying that this is not truly suppletive.
83Dative is from an-ɣa. Not all Turkic languages show suppletion in the third singular, but Chuvash

shows an apparently cognate suppletive triple.
84Cognate: Udihe
85Cognate: Udihe
86The 1st and 2nd person pronouns are syncretic across nominative, ergative and dative as verbal

arguments. The 1g pronoun suppletes for genitives and obliques, having the genitive/oblique stem
čem-. That stem is listed here as dative (case 2) as well, since postpositions that govern the dative attach
to čem-, rather than to me, for the 1g (Hewitt 1995, 25).

87The same suppletive pattern occurs in the plural, but the forms are syncretic across the non-
nominative cases.

88For Archi 2g and 1pl.ecl, nominative and ergative are syncretic, thus the forms given here are:
nominative (=ergative) - dative - oblique stem. See discussion in section 3.5.

89For all Kadugli forms except the third person singular, the first column is syncretic among subject,
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Kadugli 2sg ùʔùŋ nkòtú kòtú
Kadugli 1in àŋŋá nkàcá kàcá
Kadugli 1ex óow nkòtíg kòtíg
Kadugli 2pl àakà nkàtúkwà kàtúkwà
Kadugli 3sg(m) ìʔùŋ áníŋ káníŋ 90

Hokan:
Pomo (SE) 1sg ʔa wi-t wi-tib 91

Pomo (SE) 2sg ma ti ti-tib
Australian: 92

Garawa 1sg nayu ŋana ŋagi-ndu
Kayardild 1sg ngada ngijuwa ngijin-da
Kayardild 2sg nyingka ngumbaa ngumban-da
Garawa 1du.incl nuŋgala niya-nja niya-ndu
Garawa 3sg njulu ŋaŋa-ndu ŋaŋa-ŋi
Isolates:
Basque 3sg hau honek honi 93

Burushaski 2sg un góo góor 94

Burushaski 3sg in(é) ée éer
Burushaski 3pl u(é) óo óor

A.3 ABC Patterns

Language Pronoun Cases Notes

object, and dative forms, the second and third columns are ablative and locative, respectively.
90Columns for the third person are object, dative, locative, respectively.
91The third ‘case’ indicated here is the benefactive form.
92The analysis of the internal structure of pronouns inmanyAustralian languages is more challenging

than formany other languages considered here, in part due to limitations in our expertise. Some patterns
classed here and below as ABB or AABmay turn out to be AAA (or ABC) if one understands the relevant
properties better, but none seem to have plausible analyses as ABA patterns.

93We follow Brown et al. (2003) in treating hau∼hon as suppletive, though nothing critical hinges on
this choice. Note that the suppletion is in the singular only; there is no corresponding alternation in the
plural.

94Forms here are from the pronominal table in Berger (1998, 80); however Berger’s discussion indi-
cates that the apparent ABB patterns are the conflation of two series of pronouns (a long and a short
one). While the relation between some long and corresponding short pronouns is not transparent (as in
2g un ∼ góo), the description seems to indicate that there is a full regular (AAA) series of long forms
for each of the pronouns, and thus these ABB patterns are only apparent. Grune (1998, 6) gives regular
(AAA) paradigms for 3rd person, while Berger states that the nominative forms given are demonstra-
tives as there are no 3 person full pronouns.
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unmarked marked 1 marked 2
Indo-European:
Albanian 3sg.f ajo (a)të asaj 95

Nakh-Dagestanian:
Khinalugh 1sg zɨ jä as(ɨr)

A.4 AAB Patterns

Language Pronoun Cases Notes
unmarked marked 1 marked 2

Algic:
Yurok 3sg yoɂ, woɂ, yoɂo·t, woɂo·t yoɂo·t, woɂo·t weyaɂik
Australian: 96

Gooniyandi 1sg nganyi nganyi-ngga ngaddagi 97

Gooniyandi 3sg niyi niyi-ngga nhoowoo 98

Jingulu 1sg ngaya ngayarni, ngayirni ngarr- 99

Jingulu 2sg nyama nyamarni ngaank-, ngank- 100

Mangarayi 2sg ñaŋgi ña-n ŋaŋgi 101

Wardaman 3sg narnaj narnaj-(j)i gunga
Wardaman 3pl narnaj-bulu narnaj-bulu-yi wurrugu
Yanyuwa 3sg.m alhi alhinja ayu 102

A.5 Other Patterns (Analysis unclear, but implausible as ABA

95If the masculine singular is treated as ABB as in note 75, then the feminine would appear to be ABC
(-jo, -të, -saj) once the pronominal formative a- is factored out.

96See also n. 92
97Initial nga- also occurs in the second person so cannot be treated as the unique formative for 1g,

suggesting an AAB analysis. Alternatively, it may be AAA with some irregularity.
98McGregor (1990, 170) notes that the oblique stem nhoowoo corresponds only to the 3g pronoun, and

not to the homophonous determiner niyi ’that’, consistent with analysing this as a suppletive alternation
for the pronoun.

99Initial nga- also occurs in the second and third person singular accusatives, so cannot be treated
as the unique formative for 1g, suggesting an AAB analysis. Alternatively, it may be AAA with some
irregularity. Apparently cognate forms occur in Wambaya, but see n.73.

100Cognate: Wambaya
101The alternation ña-, ña-, ŋaŋ- is similar to that in neighbouring Jingulu, although these languages

are not described as related in, for example, Pensalfini (2001).
102This pronoun marks masculine class as opposed to male, and is used only by female speakers (Kir-

ton 1996, 12). The order of the cases presents a possible challenge to Caha’s hierarchy; see note in
supplemental online materials.
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Language Pronoun Cases Notes
unmarked marked 1 marked 2

Australian:
Yidiny 1sg ŋayu ŋaɲaɲ ŋad̡u:nda ∼ ŋanda 103

103Initial ŋa- is common to all first persons across three numbers. The dual and plural pronouns are
readily segmented, but the first singular stem is not.
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B Appendix B: Number

B.1 Languages Studied

Language Suppletion Form Source
!Xhoo none Traill (1994)
Afrikaans AB Donaldson (1993)
Akwesansne Mo-
hawk

none Bonvillain (1973)

Aleut none Bergsland (1997)
Ambai ABB 1/2/3 Smith (2011)
Awtuw ABB/¬ABA 1/2 Smith (2011)
Bāgandji none Hercus (1982)
Bardi ABB 1incl/2/3 Smith (2011)
Basque AB de Rijk (2007)
Belait ABC 1/2 Smith (2011)
Berik none Westrum (1988)
Bilua none Obata (2003)
Biri none Smith (2011)
Boumaa Fijian ABB 1excl/1incl/2/3 Dixon (1988)
Bukiyip ABB/ABC 1/2/3m/3f Smith (2011)
Bunaba ABB 1excl/2/3 Smith (2011)
Burushaski AB Berger (1998)
Camling none Smith (2011)
Carib none Courtz (2008)
Cavineña ABB/ABC 1/3prox Guillaume (2008)
Chepang none Smith (2011)
Comanche none Charney (1993)
Crow none Graczyk (2007)
Dagaare AB Bodomo (1997)
Dehu ABC/ABB/AAB 1excl/1incl/2/3m Smith (2011), Tryon (1970)
Djamindjung ABB/ABC 1excl/1incl/2/3 Smith (2011)
Dolakha Newar none Genetti (2007)
Dumi none van Driem (1993)
Dyirbal none Smith (2011)
Dzongha none van Driem (1992)
Eastern Pomo AB 1 McLendon (1975)
Evenki none Smith (2011)
Finnish none Karlsson (1999)
Flinders Island ABC, ¬ABA 1incl/2/3 Smith (2011)
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Forest Enets none Smith (2011)
Gagadu ABB/ABC 1incl.m/1incl.f/3m/3f Smith (2011)
Gothic ABB 1/2 Smith (2011)
Gurinji none Smith (2011)
Hawaaian ABB 1excl/1incl/3 Smith (2011)
Hopi AB 1 Forchheimer (1953)104
Hua none Haiman (1980)
I’saka none Donohue & Roque (2004)
Ingush AB 2 Nichols (2011)
Jarawara none Kumar (2012)
Jarnango ABC 3 Smith (2011)
Jaru none Smith (2011)
Jehai ABB/ABC 1incl/2 Smith (2011)
Jingulu ABB 2 Pensalfini (1997)
Kamas ABB 2 Smith (2011)
Kannada none Smith (2011)
Karadjeri none Smith (2011)
Kayardild ABB 2/3 Evans (1995)
Ket none Smith (2011)
Kham ABB 1/2 Smith (2011)
Khanty none Nikolaeva (1999)
Kilivila none Smith (2011)
Koasati none Kimball (1991)
Koromfe AB Smith (2011)
Kuku-Yalanji ABC 3 Smith (2011)
Kuna, border none Smith (2011)
Kunimaipa ABB 1excl/1incl/2/3 Smith (2011)
Kwamera ABB 1excl/1incl/2/3 Smith (2011)
Kwaza none van der Voort (2004)
Ladakhi none Campbell (2000)
Lavukaleve ABB 1excl/1incl Terrill (2003)
Lega-Shabunda ABB 1/3 Smith (2011)
Lele none Frajzyngier (2001)
Lezgian AB Haspelmath (1993)
Limbu none Smith (2011)
Macushi AB 1excl Smith (2011)
Malayalam none Asher & Kumari (1997)
Manam ABB 1excl/1incl/3 Lichtenberk (1983)
Mangala none Smith (2011)

104Hopi has a constructed dual in pronouns, see e.g. Corbett (2000).
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Mangarayi ABB 2 Merlan (1982)
Maori ABB 1excl/1incl/3 Smith (2011)
Mapuche none Smeets (2008)
Mapudungun none Smith (2011)/lib
Marghi none Smith (2011)
Martuthunira ABB 2 Dench (1995)
Maybrat AB Waren (2007)
Mina none Frajzyngier et al. (2005)
Mlabri ABB 2 Smith (2011)
Mokilese ABB 3 Harbour (2014)
Mongsen Ao ABB/ABC 1excl/1incl Coupe (2007)
Navajo none Smith (2011)
Ngaju ABB/ABC 1incl/2/3 Smith (2011)
Ngandi ABB 1incl Smith (2011)
Ngarla none Smith (2011)
Nishnaabemwin none Valentine (2001)
Nyamal ¬ABA105 3 Smith (2011)
Nyigina ABB 1incl/2/3 Smith (2011)
Nyulnyul ABB 1incl/2/3 Nekes & Worms (2006)
Nywaygi ABB/ABC 2/3 Smith (2011)
Ona none Smith (2011)
Paamese ABB 1excl Crowley (1982)
Panytyima none Smith (2011)
Pech none Smith (2011)
Pileni ABB 1excl/1incl/3 Smith (2011)
Pitta-Pitta ABB/ABC 2/3m.near/3m.general/3m.far Blake (1979)
Puyuma none Teng (2008)
Qiang, northern ABB 1 Smith (2011)
Rabha none Joseph (2007)
Rapa Nui ABB 1excl/1incl Smith (2011)
Rotuman ABB 1excl/1incl/3 Smith (2011)
Samoan ABB 1excl/1incl/3 Mosel & Hovdhaugen (1992)
Santali ABB/ABC 1excl/1incl Smith (2011)
Sanumá none Smith (2011)
Savosavo ABC 2/3 Smith (2011)
Semelai ABB 1excl/1incl Smith (2011)
Sinaugoro none Tauberschmidt (1991)
Sursurunga ABB 1excl/1incl/2/3 Harbour (2014)
Tamashek none Heath (2005)

105See section 4.2.1
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Tangga ABB 1excl/1incl/2/3 Smith (2011)
Thai none Iwasaki & Ingkaphirom (2005)
Tiri ABB/ABC 1excl/1incl/2 Smith (2011)
Tokelauan ABB 1excl/3 Smith (2011)
Toqabaqita ABB 1excl/1incl/2/3 Lichtenberk (2008)
Tuvalaun ABB 1excl/1incl/3 Smith (2011)
Urarina AB 2 Olawsky (2006)
Wajarri ¬ABA106 3 Smith (2011)
Wambaya AAB/ABB 1incl/2 Nordlinger (1998)
Warembori ABB 1excl/1incl/2/3 Smith (2011)
Warrwa ABB107 1excl/2/3 McGregor (1994)
West Green-
landic

none Fortescue (1984)

Wikngenchera ABC 3 Smith (2011)
Wunambal ABB 1excl Smith (2011)
Yagua ABB/AAB/¬ABA108 1excl/2/3 Payne & Payne (1990)
Yanyuwa none Bradley & Kirton (1992)
Yawuru ABB/ABC 1incl/2/3 Smith (2011)
Yimas ABBC 1/2 Foley (1991)

B.2 ABB Patterns

Below we list the plausible candidates of ABB patterns for number. Once more, as
absolute numbers are not relevant, we have made educated guesses regarding what
counts as a cognate.

Language Pron Numbers Notes
singular plural dual

Austro-Asiatic:
Semelai 1ecl ʔəɲ yeʔen yɛ
Semelai 1incl ʔəɲ hɛʔen hɛ 109

Mlabri 2 mɛh bah jum/ɟum bah
Austronesian
Kwamera 1ecl iou kɨmaha kɨmrau 110

106See section 4.2.1
107Warrwa has a minimal–agmened–niagemened system.
108See section 4.2.1
109Also Jehai
110Cognates: Ambai, Boumaa Fijian, Hawaiian, Manam, Maori, Mokilese, Paamese, Pileni, Rapa Nui,

Rotuman, Samoan, Santali, Sursurunga, Tangga, Tiri, Tokelauan, Toqabaqita, Tuvaluan, Warembori
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Kwamera 1incl iou kɨitaha krau 111

Kwamera 2 ik kɨmiaha kɨmirau 112

Kwamera 3 in iraha irau 113

Bukiyip
Bukiyip 3m énan / nani omom mami omom bwiom
Bukiyip 3f okok / kwakwi owo wawi echech bwiech
Bunaban
Bunaba 1ecl ngayini ngiyirriyani ngiyirriway
Bunaba 2 nginji yinggirriyani yinggirriway
Bunaba 3 niy biyirriyani biyirriway
Djamindjungan
Djamindjung 1ecl ŋayug yirri yirrinji
Djamindjung 2 nami gurri gurrinji
Djamindjung 3 dji burri burrinji
East Papuan
Lavukaleve 1ecl ngai e el
Lavukaleve 1incl ngai me mel
Indo-European
Gothic 1 ik/mik weis/uns(is) wit/ugkis
Gothic 2 þu/þuk jus/izwis jut/igqis
Gunwingguan
Gagadu 1incl.m ngannj manaada manaamana
Gagadu 1incl.f ngannj maneemba manaanjdja
Ngandi 1incl njaka ŋorrkorr ŋorrkorni
Mangarayi 2 ŋiaŋgi rnurla rnurr
Gagadu 3m ngaayu nowooda nowoomana
Mirndi
Wambaya 2 nyamirniji girriyani gurluwani 114

Niger-Congo
Lega-Shabunda 1 nne bíswé íswé
Lega-Shabunda 3 gwě bábo bo
Nyulnyulan
Nyigina 1incl ŋayu yarrdju yarrdjumirri 115

111Cognates: Boumaa Fijian, Hawaiian, Manam, Maori, Mokilese, Pileni, Rapa Nui, Rotuman, Samoan,
Sursurunga, Tangga, Tiri, Toqabaqita, Tuvaluan, Warembori

112Cognates: Ambai, Boumaa Fijian, Ngaju, Sursurunga, Tangga, Dehu, Toqabaqita, Warembori
113Cognates: Ambai, Boumaa Fijian, Hawaiian, Manam, Maori, Mokilese, Ngaju, Pileni, Rotuman,

Samoan, Sursurunga, Tangga, Tokelauan, Toqabaqita, Tuvaluan, Warembori
114Cognate: Jingulu
115Cognates: Bardi, Nyulnyul, Yawuru
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Nyigina 2 djuwa gurrga gurrgamirri 116

Nyigina 3 ginja/yena yirrga yirrgamirri 117

Pama-Nyungan
Kayardild 2 nyingka kilda kirra 118

Kayardild 3 niya bilda birra
Sepik-Ramu
Awtuw 1 wan nom nan
Sino-Tibetan
Mongsen Ao 1incl ní ísa/íséŋla inət
Kham 1 ŋa: ge: gin 119

Kham 2 nɨ: je: jin
Trans-New-Guinea
Kunimaipa 1ecl ne rei(paro) reipi 120

Kunimaipa 1incl ne rari(paro) raripi
Kunimaipa 2 ni ari(paro) aripi
Kunimaipa 3 pi paru(paro) parupi
Uralic
Kamas 2 tan/tə̂n šiʔ šište
Uto-Aztecan
Comanche 1incl nɨɨ tannǏ takwǏ
Comanche 2 ɨnnɨ mɨmmɨ mɨkwǏ
Warrwa 121

Warrwa 1ecl ngayu yaara, yarrin yaarawili,yarranbili
Warrwa 2 juwa kurra kurrawili, kurrawawili
Warrwa 3 kinya yirra yirrawili
Wunambal
Wunambal 1ecl ŋaya nja:rra nja:rramiya
Yagua
Yagua 1ecl ray núúy nááy

B.3 ABC Patterns

Language Pron Numbers Notes
singular plural dual

116Cognates: Bardi, Nyulnyul, Yawuru
117Cognates: Bardi, Nyulnyul
118Cognates: Nywaygi, Pitta-Pitta
119Cognate: Northern Qiang
120Kunimaipa distinctions should be read as minimal–agmened–ni agmened
121Warrwa distinctions should be read as minimal–agmened–ni agmened
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Austro-Asiatic
Jehai 2 mɔh/miʔ/paj gin jɨh
Austronesian
Dehu 1ecl ini eëhun(i) nyiho
Beliat 1incl kaw/ko(h), sakay’ kitah, nyakitah beh-debbeh 122

Beliat 2 naw/no(h), ciw’ (s)unyiw beh(-debbeh), sebbeh 123

Bilua
Bilua 2 ngo me qe
Bilua 3.m.g.dial vo se nioqa
Bukiyip
Bukiyip 1 yek apak ohwak
Bukiyip 2 nyak ipak bwiepu
Caviniña
Cavineña 1 ike ekwana yatse
Djamindjungan
Djamindjung 1incl ŋayug yurri mindi
East-Papuan
Savosavo 2 no me pe
Savosavo 3m lo ze(po) to
Gunwingguan
Gagadu 3f naawu nowoomba ngoyoonjdja/nowoonjdja
Nyulnyulan
Yawuru 3 ginjaŋga/yona yerga/gaŋadjono njambari/gadambari
Pama-Nyungan
Pitta-Pitta 3m.nea n̪uwayi ta̪nayi pulayi
Pitta-Pitta 3m.geneal n̪uwaka ta̪naka pulaka
Pitta-Pitta 3m.fa n̪uw:rri ta̪na:rri pula:rri
Sepik-Ramu
Yimas 1 ama ipa paŋkt 124

Sino-Tibetan
Mongsen Ao 1ecl ní íla/îkhéla kenet

B.4 AAB Patterns

Language Pron Numbers Notes
singular plural dual

Austronesian

122Cognate: Ngaju, Santali
123Cognate: Tiri
124This is an ABBC pattern. Dual has been excluded from the table. The triple is inglaplal

pacal.
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Dehu 3m angeice angate nyido
Mirndi
Wambaya 1incl ngawurniji, ngawu ngurruwani mirndiyani 125

Yagua
Yagua 2 jiy jiryéy sááda

B.5 Other Patterns (Analysis unclear, but implausible as ABA)

Language Pron Numbers Notes
singular plural dual

Austro-Asiatic
Mlabri 1ecl ʔoh ʔah jum, ɟum ʔah
East Papuan
Savosavo 1ecl añi ave age
Lavukalave 2 inu imi imil
Gunwingguan
Ngandi 1ecl ŋaya njerr njoworni
Mangarayi
Mangarayi 1ecl ŋaya ŋirla ŋirr
Mangarayi 1incl ŋi ŋarla ŋarr
Pama-Nyungan
Flinders Island 1incl ŋayu ŋalapal ŋaluntu
Flinders Island 2 yuntu yarra yupala
Nyamal 3 palura thanalu piyalu 126

Nyamal 3 palura thanalu piyalu
Yanyuwa 3m (m)yiwa, (w)alhi alu wula
Sepik-Ramu
Awtuw 2 yen om an
Yagua
Yagua 3 níí riy naada
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